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ABSTRACT

Visualization of Software Changes

Frédéric Plouffe

Visualization techniques are often used when a legacy software system becomes nearly unmaintainable, in which case software visualization can be applied to regain an understanding of the software system, such that maintenance activities can take place. One of such visualization techniques consists of identifying how a given module ended up in its current state. Therefore by visualizing the history of the source code repository, it may be possible to visualize software changes and understand how the software system has evolved over time. The presented work, which is part of the CONCEPT framework (Comprehension Of Net-CEntered Programs and Techniques) [RIL03], applies visualization techniques to any of the diagrams generated by Doxygen [HEE05] from the retrieved source code repository, in order to display software changes between two specified revisions. The graphics are obtained by reusing the powerful Graphviz Dot [GAN00] layout algorithm, which enables software engineers to easily grasp the complexity of a given module and facilitate the task of program comprehension by visualizing the system at a higher level of abstraction. Moreover, this project addresses some of the shortcomings, found in some reverse engineering tools, by providing an intuitive navigation and interaction within the generated UML diagrams. Finally, this research project is aimed to be use by any projects, which are currently using Doxygen as an online documentation tool [HEE05p], with the hope to bring visualization of software changes to these developers.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

The purpose of reverse engineering is to identify software components and to regain an understanding of the software architecture at different levels of abstraction. This research project describes various methods for recovering a given software system architecture, design and API to help maintainers understand the evolution of a given software system. As observed by Müller, the maintenance of legacy systems often leads to an acute software crisis inside a given company [MUL00] and as everyone in the industry might have observed, “well-specified, documented, disseminated and controlled architectures are the exception rather than the rule” [WO099]. Moreover, legacy systems often provide incoherent, deteriorated and poor documentation, which is often due to time, economic or manpower constraints [GOV00][HOL99][OCA01][ORI98]. This research project mainly focuses on documenting a software API by producing a wide variety of UML diagrams and visualizing software changes in general.

Software comprehension is currently one of the main challenges in the field of software engineering. Software comprehension consists of analyzing a software system, in order to regain a better understanding of the system by using various reverse engineering methods [MUL00]. In 1978, Lientz and Swanson have revealed that 50% to 85% of a system’s total costs was devoted to software maintenance purposes, with an in-depth survey of 69 organizations [LIE78][LIE80][PIG97]. Even though such studies proved for years the
usefulness of producing proper documentation during software development for maintenance purposes, many software systems are still currently developed without producing any proper documentation for maintainers. This means that many software systems are still being updated without any proper knowledge about the original system design [DAJ02][REA03]. Even nowadays, documentation is still considered as a necessary evil [GUE01]. Many managers still do not see the importance of creating detailed documentation during development, since time spent on documentation largely reduces the amount of time spent on coding new features; consequently, increasing the cost and time to market period [GOV00][HOL99][OCA01][ORI98] without immediately providing any visible added value to the product [BER03]. No matter the reasons, the problem remains that “well-specified, documented, disseminated and controlled architectures are the exception rather than the rule” [WOO99]. As a result, most companies start using reverse engineering tools only when the gap between the desirable and available information becomes critical [MUL00]. This often occurs when a change is applied to the source code that leads to disastrous results. “At that point, reverse engineering techniques are inserted in a ‘big bang’ attempt to regain a useful understanding” of the software system at hand [MUL00]. In general, most software reverse engineering tools consist of:

- A parser, a syntax analyzer or a lexical scanner, which are often written using Flex [NEE00], Bison [PRO05] or Yacc [JOH75][DIC04]. Otherwise, a simple rule-based search engine or some automated scripting tool using regular expressions, such as: grep [LEV05], sed and awk [BER04][KOL05], Perl [HIE05] or similar are used.
An analysis tool to derive meaningful information such as: an Abstract Syntax Tree, UML diagrams [OMG05w], design patterns, software metrics, source code documentation or any other meaningful information.

A visualization tool to display navigable 2D, 3D or even textual representations of the retrieved information [SUN04d][HEE05].

1.1 Software Maintenance

Software development is an activity, which consists of designing and creating source code. During this process, many opportunities can arise for errors to be introduced, for instance, when the requirements or specifications are imperfectly or incorrectly specified [DEU82]. Consequently, software maintenance is an important, costly and critical phase of the software engineering life cycle. This phase starts after the delivery of the system where many tasks, such as: error corrections, fixing bugs, adding new features or refactoring, need to be performed on the legacy system. Some recent studies have even shown that over 90% of the total software cost will be spent during the software maintenance phase [KOS04][ERL00][MOA90]. Meanwhile, roughly 60% to 70% of the total effort will be directed towards software comprehension and analysis [RIL03c]. In this context, the usage of Computer Aided Software Engineering tools (CASE) can help software engineer to better understand critical software systems by visualizing how these systems currently work and provide sufficient insight, in order to save time and money during the software maintenance phase. Software visualization is important, since
it provides a higher level of abstraction view of the software system, while only
displaying information relevant to the particular task. This is widely illustrated by the old
proverb by the mathematician, Frederick R. Barnard, which once said: “One picture is
worth ten thousand words” [BAR04]. While software visualization can be represented
using textual or graphical representation, this research project’s emphasis is on the
graphical representation of source code by following the standard UML notation.
UML is widely used since its standardization in 1997 [LEM05] to gain insight and to
understand complex software system at various levels of abstraction by providing a key
set of simple graphical elements to express various ideas about how a software system
works or how a software system was designed. The main objective is to reduce the time,
energy and effort required by software engineers to grasp critical information about a
software system and to fully visualize the mental model needed to understand the various
components and relationships among these components. As a result, a very large number
of visualization tools, techniques and methods have flourished in the past decade to deal
with the various visualization tasks to be performed.

1.2 Thesis Contribution

This research project proposes a new software visualization tool called DoxyChange that
is part of the CONCEPT framework (Comprehension Of Net-Centered Programs and
Techniques) [RIL03] and also part of the Doxygen framework [HEE05]. This DoxyChange
visualization tool focuses on visualizing software changes among various revisions of a
given software system, in order to evaluate the evolution behind each revision.
This research project will focus on displaying various class diagrams using the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [OMG05] via a web interface using DHTML (Dynamic HyperText Markup Language) [REF05h], JavaScript [NET96] and SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics) [AND03] technologies. The diagrams being displayed are following the UML standard, since it is widely used for representing various software design concepts in both academic and enterprise environments [LEM05]. This research project will address some of the UML shortcomings by adding a graphical representation of software changes to the classical definition of UML class diagrams, which will be explained in detail in Chapter 5. The objective is to show in an intuitive manner important software changes within a single UML diagram such that a software engineer can easily evaluate what was changed between two revisions of the same software system. DoxyChange utilizes filtering and clustering techniques to hide or display meaningful contextual information, in order to provide a simple and usable human-like drawing of these systems, which is both scalable and navigable. The objective is to provide a program comprehension tool for the various levels of abstraction by pre-calculating some general guidelines as to which contextual information might be meaningful or not in the current visualization context. Finally, the textual source code can also be generated and therefore accessed from the diagram itself. The end result is automatically generated from two source code revisions with minimal input from the end user. The only requirement is to write a proper configuration file using the default configuration template.
1.3 Thesis Problem Statement

As part of this research project, a software visualization tool, called DoxyChange, was created to visualize changes between two distinct revisions of a given source code repository. The emphasis of this research project is to focus on visualizing and understanding the evolution of a software system, as it was recorded by the repository system, by using a graphical SVG/XHTML representation of these changes. Furthermore, a survey of the various technologies and techniques currently used to address the problem of parsing, synchronizing, merging, differentiating and visualizing source code will be presented. Finally, some sample use cases will be provided to illustrate possible real life scenarios where this technique may be applied right now in the industry. As a result, the research question of this thesis is the following: “Which techniques and technologies can be used to visualize software changes from a UML perspective, in a distributed environment?”

1.4 Problem Domain Assumptions

The following assumptions were made in order to restrict the problem domain:

- Source files must compile properly without any compilation errors or warnings. Otherwise, the Doxyfile configuration parameters must be used to work around any outstanding issues proper to any toolkit or proprietary compiler extensions or missing definitions.
- Any source files must have a current parsing context code fragment smaller than 256 KB. If this limit is ever reached, Doxygen will exit with a fatal compilation error saying: "input buffer overflow, can't enlarge buffer because scanner uses REJECT". Otherwise, every generated Flex compilation unit must be increased within the mentioned limitations, by using the increasebuffer.pl script.

- The total size of all input source files for one revision must be smaller than 16 MB uncompressed for a machine with only 512 MB of RAM.

- The input documents for X-Diff must be valid DOT-XML files.

- X-Diff comparisons where one of the non-existing file pair is fail-safe matched against a script generated DOT-XML empty file, which will always produce false positive changes without any warning. However, such false positive changes can easily be detected, since the diagram will show every item as being inserted or deleted.

- Call graph files are associated generically by name without using the random number suffix and therefore, might produce incorrect call graph changes when more than one random number suffix exists.

- The Doxygen output must be inside a single flat directory with sufficient free inodes.
➢ *Doxygen* requires disk space for roughly 12 to 20 times the size of both input source code pair.

➢ *Doxygen* must have enough heap memory, which must roughly be equal to 12 times the size of the input source code.

➢ Ideally, for revisions larger than 5 MB, all the input, temporary and output files should be loaded on a RAMDISK. Notice that if the RAMDISK is too small, *Doxygen* will abort and the entire batch job will have to be restarted from scratch.

➢ No virus scanner or intensive I/O tasks should be loaded in memory, while running *Doxygen*. Otherwise, the I/O overhead speed penalty will be roughly 4 times slower than without it.

➢ Items to be differentiated must have at least the name in common, since renames cannot be associated safely without creating improper false positive using *X-Diff*. Therefore, items with different names will not be match together and instead will be represented as two distinct insert/delete operations instead of one insert/delete pair.

➢ Item signature modifications are associated by name. Therefore, only a return type, parameter, attribute or protection modification on such item can be matched successfully and be represented as only one insert/delete pair.
➢ The documents once differentiated must produce a valid *Change-DOT* file to be converted into an equivalent *SVG* file by using the *Graphviz Dot* utility.

➢ The only user input required to visualize the software change is to create a proper configuration file.

➢ Large *Doxygen* tasks are heavily time consuming and should be performed offline.

➢ Differentiation of individual file pairs can be done online on pre-parsed *DOT-XML* files.

➢ Qt slots and signals are not parsed properly by *Doxygen* and will only show its function name without any parameters on the UML class diagrams.
1.5 Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized as followed:

- Chapter 2 provides an overview of software maintenance, program comprehension and software visualization.

- Chapter 3 introduces a survey of state-of-the-art version control system to keep track of the history of source code and their inherent advantages and limitations.

- Chapter 4 introduces a survey of state-of-the-art differentiating and merging tools with their limitation toward differentiating XML.

- Chapter 5 presents the motivations behind the presented research work, as well as the overall design and implementation details.

- Chapter 6 presents some case study and an evaluation of this software visualization tool by analyzing the collected test bench results.

- Chapter 7 presents the conclusions and includes the discussion about some future research work.
Chapter 2  Software Engineering Survey

Software Engineering is an active field of research and development since 1968 [RAN79], which consists of analyzing and proposing various methods, solutions and techniques to solve common day to day problem, related to large software system in general. More formally, Software Engineering is defined as “the application of a systematic, disciplined, quantifiable approach to the development, operation, and maintenance of software; that is, the application of engineering to software” in general [RAD90].

Software Engineering consists of many sub-fields such as Reverse Engineering, which is a specialized domain of expertise that focuses uniquely on extracting vital information from software system, mainly to perform various maintenance tasks such as: adding features, fixing bugs or porting the system to a new platform. In 1990, Chikofsky and Cross defined Reverse Engineering as “the process of analyzing a subject system to (1) identify the system's components and their interrelationships and (2) create representations of the system in another form or at a higher level of abstractions” [CHI90]. Reverse engineering is crucially important for “systems with poor documentation”, since “the code is the only reliable source of information about the system” [MUL00].
Software Comprehension is another specialized field within the Software Engineering domain, which focuses on the understanding and comprehension of software system through various methods, including various Software Visualization techniques. Mostly, “Software Comprehension is required when a programmer maintains, reuses, migrates, reengineers, or enhances software systems” [BRI03]. Software Comprehension can also be defined as “the process of taking computer source code and understanding it” [DEI90] or “the task of building mental models of the underlying software at various abstraction levels, ranging from models of the code itself, to models of the underlying application domain, for maintenance, evolution and reengineering purposes” [MUL94]. Finally, it can also be defined as “a process whereby a software practitioner understands a software artifact using both knowledge of the domain and/or semantic and syntactic knowledge, to build a mental model of its relation to the situation” [BRI03].

Software Visualization is “a discipline that makes use of various forms of imagery to provide insight and understanding and to reduce complexity of the existing system under consideration” [KNI98]. Software Visualization is an “exciting field of computational science spurred on in large measure by the rapid growth in computer technology, particular in graphics workstation hardware and computer graphics software” [ARE93]. In general, Software Visualization can be described as a method of computing, which “transforms the symbolic into the geometric, enabling researchers to observe their simulations and computations” [MCC87]. It is also “the process of transforming information into a visual form, enabling users to observe the information”, where the “resulting visual display enables the scientist or engineer to perceive visually features
which are hidden in the data but nevertheless are needed for data exploration and analysis” [GER94]. In a certain way, “visualization offers a method for seeing the unseen” [MCC87], since the “goal of scientific visualization is to promote a deeper level of understanding of the data under investigation and to foster new insight into the underlying processes, relying on the humans' powerful ability to visualize. In a number of instances, the tools and techniques of visualization have been used to analyze and display large volumes of, often time-varying, multidimensional data in such a way as to allow the user to extract significant features and results quickly and easily” [BRO92, Chapter 1]. Furthermore, “choosing the appropriate representation can provide the key to critical and comprehensive appreciation of the data, thus benefiting subsequent analysis, processing, or decision making” [ROB91]. Consequently, “the primary objective in data visualization is to gain insight into an information space by mapping data onto graphical primitives” [SEN94] that can be useful to the software engineer.

2.1 Software Comprehension Techniques

Software comprehension techniques consist of analyzing software systems to better understand them. However, analyzing large software systems is a real challenge, since it becomes extremely difficult to filter out the large amount of information into something that can be understood and analyzed easily by a programmer [SIL00]. Reducing the amount of information displayed is crucially important, since psychologists have already demonstrated that displaying more than seven outstanding pieces of information is simply too much for the human brain [MIL56]. This is especially true when dealing with a large
number of model elements inside a single UML diagram [EGY00]. To be useful, such complex diagrams must be simplified by using some abstraction methods. One way to increase the level of abstraction is to use concept analysis [GIU99], concept assignment [BIG93] or rule-based techniques [KEI01][KRA96][PIN02]. These techniques mostly find or regroup similar concepts based on some given criterion for simplification purposes in order to obtain a high-level overview which clearly identifies implicit or explicit design decisions to be considered. As a result, DoxyChange can be configured to use or not this simple rule-based simplification technique, which mainly resizes the UML diagram by removing siblings which cannot be displayed within the allocated drawing space. Consequently, a class for which an immediate sibling was removed is drawn using a bright red border rectangular box using the truncated CSS stylesheet, as it will be explained in Figure 5.5.

2.2 Information Gathering Problem

Software systems can range from thousand to million lines of source code in certain complete case study [KDE05]. Obviously, the larger the system, the more complex and tedious it becomes to maintain it. In this context, it becomes critical to use reverse engineering tools and techniques to regain a sufficient understanding about the software system to perform common maintenance tasks at hand.

Currently, one of the major problems in software engineering is that the evolution of a given software system is extremely difficult to study, to analyze or to comprehend due to
their very large size and complexity. Consequently, when a bug is reported, it becomes extremely hard to understand: how this bug appeared, when it appeared, in what circumstance, how the system evolved from there, who is responsible for creating or not discover it, how it can be fixed and how similar bugs can be avoided in the future. Viewing such kind of information involves parsing several revisions of the source code repository and extracting crucial information on how the source code has changed over the years, while providing some insight about the internal design decisions, cohesion and coupling of the system as it evolved. In this context, the objective is to provide a meaningful way of displaying such information and to provide a proper tool for doing so. Furthermore, if such tool could provide a way of adding features, fixing bugs or refactoring the source code at a higher level of abstraction then that would be a nice feature to have, which would largely benefit the maintainability of large software systems.

2.3 Reverse Engineering and Architectural Design Recovery

Reverse engineering can be described as a process to “analyze a subject system to identify its current components and their dependencies, and to extract and create system abstractions and design information” [CHI90]. One of the major problems with large software system is that there exist at least two different types of architecture for any kind of software: the ‘conceptual’ or ‘intended’ architecture and the ‘concrete’ or ‘implemented’ architecture [RIV00][WOO99]. The term conceptual or intended architecture describe the architecture that exists conceptually within the software
documentation or within the minds of the software engineers, which might not reflect the current implementation due to some changes made during the maintenance phase. The current concrete or implemented architecture is the one that can be retrieved by analyzing the actual source code. Therefore, the goal of our reverse engineering tool is to regain some knowledge about the concrete architecture, in order to fix any misconceptions that may occur by providing a proper concrete documentation of the current software system, which might not possibly match the documented conceptual architecture. As a result, the main goal is to extract all suitable information from the source code, in order to reconcile both types of architecture. Consequently, this design reconciliation provides a means to figure out what the original design was, what the current design is, and how the future software system design should look like.

2.4 Reverse Engineering Tools

Currently, “many reverse engineering tools focus on extracting the structure of legacy systems with the goal of transferring this information into the minds of the software engineers trying to reengineer or reuse it. In corporate settings, reverse engineering tools still have a long way to go before becoming an effective and integral part of the standard tool set that a typical software engineer uses day-to-day” [MUL00]. The only widely known exceptions to this rule are Javadoc [SUN04d] and Doxygen [HEE05], which are used by a large pool of projects and companies spread all around the world [HEE05p]. Most others reverse engineering tools have a hard time realizing any market
breakthrough, apart from those which are already included in forward software engineering toolkit such as IBM Rational Rose [RAT05].

Existing reverse engineering tools mainly focus on the following software visualization aspects, which are: runtime relationships, data flows, code structures and various other kinds of diagrams. The problem is that some of the retrieved information might not coincide with the available documentation provided with the software system [KAZ97], due to false positive errors, incorrect implementation or simply documentation, which is not up to date. Consequently, it has long been recognized that no single set of tools will work for every case [KAZ97][WOO99]; therefore, various tools might be used to address different kinds of maintenance problems. To solve this specific issue, some authors [FER02][KAZ97][WOO99] have proposed the use of specialized reverse engineering frameworks, which integrates various reverse engineering tools within one specialized framework, rather than proposing a single reverse engineering tool that only work for a small set of maintenance tasks. The idea behind such a framework is to create an “open, lightweight environment that provides an infrastructure for opportunistic integration of a variety of tools and techniques” [WOO99] by specifying a plug-in format or by providing a formal schema for each data format being used [FER02]. A similar methodology is used within the CONCEPT framework [RIL03]; however, since DoxyChange used the Doxygen lexical analyzer [HEE05] instead of the Sun™ Javac [SUN04c] compiler framework used by other CONCEPT utilities, DoxyChange is more of a stand alone tool part of the Doxygen framework than a real CONCEPT framework component. The reason behind this important design decision will be explained in details in Chapter 5.
2.5 Information Gathering Techniques

Unsurprisingly, one of the major obstacles currently in reverse engineering is to find a proper parser for the C, C++ or Java programming language or simply a convenient way to easily extract information from such source code repositories into a higher level of abstraction. As everyone might know, writing a C++ parser is known to be an extremely painful task [PAR95] and finding a complete and fully working C++ parser that can be used for reverse engineering purposes is also a very painful task [SAM90][KNA99][JAC99]. For instance, at the 1995 PCCTS workshop, Terrence Parr entitled his first slide as “C++ Parsing or how to induce a heart attack”, since “C++ cannot be parsed without context-sensitive parsing, unbounded look-ahead and a great deal of pain” [PAR95]. In C++, most of the problems are related to parsing templates, namespace and ambiguous statements, or related to symbol, type and scope resolution problems. Consequently, one of the most time consuming parts of this research project was to analyze, compare and find a proper parser that could correctly parse Java or C++ source code and comments. As a matter of fact, more than 12 months were dedicated on this research project to find or create a 'proper compiler' for our specific reverse engineering needs until our Concept group settled down on two possible choices: the Sun® Javac compiler [SUN04c] or the Doxygen lexical analyzer [HIEE05]. During this period, many parsers were evaluated including: a homegrown C++ parser, a GCC-XML extension [KIN04], a JavaML converter [BAD00], IBM® Jikes [ABB05], the Sun® Javac compiler [SUN04c], the Doxygen lexical analyzer [HIEE05], among others. In the end, it was finally decided that Doxygen was a preferable choice for this research project, since it is widely used and it supports a wide variety of programming languages including: “C++, C, Java,
Objective-C, IDL (Corba and Microsoft flavors) and to some extent PHP, C#, and D" [HEE05]. It also generates UML diagrams [HEE05g], HTML and XML documentation by default [HEE05o]. Due to these outstanding parsing issues mentioned earlier, most other software comprehension research groups decided to resolve this problem by using a simple rule-based or partial syntax-based approach, instead of relying on a real compiler or lexical analyzer for various reasons [MUL00]. Some of these reasons are sometime barely frivolous to justify their approach while others are a bit more reasonable, such as: missing header files, implementation files or library files, usage of unsupported compiler extensions or source code which cannot be compiled for other reasons [WOO99]. In any case, the problem of using a partial rule-based approach, a partial lexer or a simple set of regular expressions [MAR03] to analyze the source code is that it is definitively not a complete parser. In other words, this means that the analysis process does not even try to understand the real parsing context or the overall source code design, since it is mostly relying on primitive keyword matching techniques, which does not work very well on an ambiguous language such as C++. For instance, the Figure 1 below shows a very short C/C++ code sample, which clearly "demonstrates exciting features of GNU C used in old versions of Linux" [BRI01]. Consequently, these handy partial query or lexer solutions have a bad tendency of producing false positive, useless or incorrect results in some of the corner cases of the C/C++ language. Furthermore, while such methodology might work for simple analysis and might scale well for extremely large system due to speed issues, in some other context this methodology will not work, since it cannot grasp the actual meaning of some complicated language constructs successfully. As a result, it is much more preferable to use a complete compiler or lexical analyzer that will cover every
corner cases of the programming language and therefore, provide trustworthy results for reverse engineering purposes.

```c
int a, b;
typedef int t, u;
void f1() { a += b; }
void f2() { t += u; }
void f3() { t += b; }
void f4() { int t; t += b; }
void f5(t u, unsigned t) {
    switch (t) {
    case 0: if (u)
    default: return;
    }
}
```

Figure 2.1: Demonstration of GNU C features used in old versions of Linux [BRI01]

2.6 Static versus Dynamic Source Code Analysis

In general, reverse engineering information may be retrieved using static or dynamic analysis. However, this research project focuses only on static analysis using a custom made DOT-XML extension to the open source Doxygen [HEE05] lexical analyzer. Most reverse engineering tools use static analysis [RIC99][WOO99], which involve parsing and analyzing the actual source code or software documentation [WOO99]. There also exist some reverse engineering tools that use information based on dynamic analysis, which utilize run-time debuggers or user-defined instrumentation for profiling purposes. Dynamic analysis typically consists of recording an execution trace at run-time for further analysis. Run-time debuggers are normally easier to use since they do not require any changes to the original source code, which is not the case for user-defined instrumentation, which must change the original source code explicitly by adding function calls between every statement to be profiled. In general, run-time debugging is
more accurate but also more costly, since it records everything including unnecessary
information. Dynamic information mostly consists of the number of instances created,
defined or used, concurrent thread information, and dynamic message or event
information. Dynamic methods often provide search scope limitation, information that
cannot be obtained statically, but also an incomplete coverage of the source code, which
might be useful or not depending on the situation at hand. Finally, a dynamic execution
trace is quite easy to obtain compared to the amount of work required by static methods
to perform control flow analysis [RIC99].

2.7 Reverse Engineering and UML

Reverse engineering can produce all kinds of information from reports, metrics, statistics,
diagrams and textual documentation, among others. Software engineering currently
focuses for instance on creating formal requirement and specification documents [TRI98]
and formal design documents [BAR98]. Such software engineering documents normally
include various forms of descriptions and diagrams, such as UML diagrams.
Consequently, one of the goals of reverse engineering is to recover such UML diagrams
from the source code itself, in the case that these documents are not up-to-date or are
simply inexistent.

2.7.1 The Unified Modeling Language

Since its introduction, the Unified Modeling Language (UML) has become one of the
most commonly used graphical representation to visualize, specify, construct
and document software system artifacts [BOO99][MAT02][OMG05w]. Consequently, UML provides a *de facto* standard to document software systems, database systems and business processes. In general, UML can also document concrete things like classes, methods and reusable software components [BOO99].

### 2.7.2 UML Diagrams

In October 2004, the Object Management Group [OMG03a] standardized twelve different types of UML diagrams in their UML 2.0 specifications [SEL04], which are divided into three different categories to represent model management, dynamic behavior and static application structure [OMG05w]. The model management diagram subgroup includes package, subsystem and model diagrams. The behavior diagram subgroup consists of use case, sequence, activity, collaboration and statechart diagrams [OMG05w]. Finally, the structure diagram subgroup includes class, object, component and deployment diagrams [OMG05w].

### 2.7.3 Reverse Engineering and UML

Despite all the benefits of using UML, many software systems are still being developed without it. These systems could benefit from the abstraction and visualization properties provided by UML to facilitate their comprehension and, as a result, their maintenance activity [MAT02][OMG05w]. For the same reasons, a large number of tools have been developed to reverse engineer UML from source code [KOL00][MIT03][RAT02] [SEG02][TOG01]. In the following sub-sections, a survey of use cases, sequence and statechart diagrams and class diagrams often used in software engineering are presented.
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In general, some reverse engineering tools, like this research project, provide a means by which a user can recreate UML diagrams from source code in order to provide an abstract view of the concrete implementation.

2.7.3.1 Use Case Diagrams

Use case diagrams normally facilitate the overall comprehension by describing the system behavior from the user’s perspective. One of the UML reverse engineering approach involves the generation of use case diagram from the source code to visualize functional user requirements. For instance, Di Lucca et al. [LUC00] presented a reverse engineering approach for recovering use case diagrams from object-oriented source code. Their approach consists of exploiting the implicit link between use cases and object-oriented source code by using the notion of a thread, where a thread is defined as “an interleaved sequence of system inputs (stimuli) and outputs (responses)” [JOR94]. Since each use case describes a transaction consisting of different actions to be performed, a use case diagram can be derived by analyzing class method activation sequences triggered by input events and terminated by output events [LUC00].

The approach presented by Di Lucca et al. produced one or more use case diagrams at various levels of abstractions related to each other by including, extending or generalizing use case relationships [LUC00]. This approach helps software comprehension, since each use case can be traced back to the source code implementing it. On the other hand, this approach was tested on a small C++ software system where the produced use case model was successfully validated against the original software
requirement and specification documents. However, the validity of this case study is very limited due to the small size of the software system being analyzed. Unfortunately, no further analysis was performed to verify that this prototype actually works successfully for large software system.

2.5.3.2 Class Diagrams

While use case diagrams address the functional user requirement view of a system, a class diagram addresses only its static design view. In [MAT02], Matzko et al. presented Reveal, a tool which can reverse engineer class diagrams from C++ source code. To generate its class diagrams, Reveal uses Graphviz Dot [GAN00], a program that constructs directed graphs displayed in a hierarchical fashion. Dot is part of Graphviz [GAN00], a set of open source drawing tools developed by AT&T Research Labs. The class diagrams were generated in PostScript format [ADO00] and were displayed using Ghostview [KUI00]. To parse the input program under study, Reveal uses Keystone [MAL01], a parser front-end for the ISO C++ programming language [KOE96]. Keystone uses a bottom-up backtracking parsing algorithm enhanced by techniques such as token decoration to facilitate recognition of ambiguous language constructs [MAL01][MAT02]. While Reveal follows the UML standards as much as possible [OMG03b], it offers extensions to the standard notation to support namespaces, stand alone functions and friend functions found in the C++ language [KOE96].

In addition, Matzko et al. [MAT02] also compare Reveal with three other tools which reverse engineer class diagrams: SuperWomble [MIT03], Rational Rose [RAT05] and
Together [TOG01]. Their conclusion is that Reveal seems to be more precise than the three other tools [MAT02]. The suspected reason is that the other tools do not use a complete reverse engineering parsing process, but rather scan the source code for specific keywords without any context knowledge [ASV95][KOP97], which is only appropriate when dealing with missing header files or library files [WO99]. In theory, a complete parser like Keystone [MAL01] should capture more meaningful and accurate information than a partial parser. This might partially explain why Reveal captures class relationships that are omitted by the other tools [MAT02].

As presented in [KOL02], Kollmann et al. also compare the capabilities of various class diagram reverse engineering tools. The examined tools consist of two popular commercial CASE tools: Together [TOG01] and Rational Rose [RAT05], and two research prototypes targeted on UML-based reverse engineering and round-trip engineering: IDEA [KOL00] and Fujaba [SEG02]. Their comparison shows that all the examined tools recognize the UML core elements such as basic class or interface and their inherent relationship since no fundamental element seems to have been omitted. The only exception to this rule is Together [TOG01], which failed to represent some parts of a plain association. Their survey demonstrates that abstract representation and advanced features recognition are clearly the domain of the research tools, since research tools mostly recognized all of the features, at least to a certain degree, while industrial tools did not address several of them at all. For instance, multiplicity, inverse associations and container resolutions were not addressed at all by Rational Rose or Together [KOL02]. As suggested by Matzko et al. [MAT02], this could be due to an incomplete
parsing and analysis process. The significant differences among the tools suggest that UML has not been used to its full potential in reverse engineering so far. This is somewhat surprising, since UML is *de facto* industrial standard for the representation of various design artifacts in object-oriented software development [KOL02][OMG05w]. In general, the abstractions provided by class diagrams have proven to be of great value when dealing with complex software systems [ICS99]. However, as software systems become more and more complex, UML class diagrams might simply contain too many model elements and might therefore need further abstractions in order to be fully comprehended [EGY00].

In [EGY99], Egyed and Kruchten proposed *Rose/Architect*, a plug-in tool for *Rational Rose* [RAT02], to visualize architecturally significant elements in a system design. Even though *Rose/Architect* can be used in forward engineering, it is much more valuable in reverse engineering, since it allows the extraction of meaningful architectural information from complex reverse engineered models. It mainly uses patterns and heuristics to define transitive relationships between classes, which are not directly connected. For instance, a transitive relationship may exist between two classes through a helper class forming a bridge between them, and therefore, hiding the inherent relationship [EGY99]. Transitive relationships from existing class diagrams can be derived by excluding classes and packages that are less meaningful for simplification purposes. This method can simplify complicated class diagram and therefore allow maintainers to better comprehend the software system. As a bonus, class can be assigned
to different abstraction planes, in order to create customized abstract view, where only
the important classes and their relationships are displayed.

2.5.3.3 Sequence and Statechart Diagrams

Unlike use case and class diagrams, which focus on the static view of a software system,
sequence and statechart diagrams model its dynamic aspects. Only a small number of
tools currently support reverse engineering of dynamic information and Shimba is one of
them. Shimba was developed by Systä [SYS00a], as a prototype environment to better
understand software systems written in Java, by reverse engineering scenario and state
diagrams. Scenario and state diagrams are similar to their UML counterparts, which are
sequence and statechart diagrams. The main advantage of scenario diagrams is that they
can be nested and they can easily express repetition of sequentially disconnected
messages; however, they cannot express active and passive objects [SYS00a].
A state diagram can be characterized as a simplified statechart diagram, since it cannot be
used to represent concurrency, history states, submachine references or timing constraints
[SYS00b]. In order to reverse engineer scenario or state diagrams, Shimba runs the target
Java system to be analyzed under a customized SDK debugger. Using the collected
execution trace information about executed events, it generates diagrams using Schéd
[KOS96][KOS98b], a dynamic modeling tool [KOS98a]. To validate their prototype,
Systä models the internal functionality of the Fujaba class diagram tool [SEG02].
Using this case study, Systä found that the execution trace generated tends to grow
rapidly, especially if it generates information at the object level [SYS00a]. This is due to
the fact that a given object may take part in dozens of different scenario diagrams.
As a result, browsing the scenario diagrams can be very difficult and complicated [SYS00a]. On the other hand, the state diagram synthesis technique provides a quick and efficient way to focus on the overall run-time behavior of a single object [SYS00b].

2.7.4 UML Reverse Engineering Tools Summary

To fully understand the underlying architecture of an object-oriented software system, both static and dynamic analysis are needed [RIC99][SYS00a][WO099]. However, most currently available reverse engineering tools only support UML diagrams using static information [SYS00a]. Therefore, UML diagrams are limited to the extraction of simple class diagrams without any additional information or abstraction levels. Even though a class diagram can aid with the understanding of a software system, it only provides a partial view of the underlying design decisions, since often there is no perfect mapping between the generated UML diagrams and the actual source code being analyzed [KOL02].

The dynamic view of a software system, provided by the Systä prototype [SYS00a], seems to be a good start towards the goal of reverse engineering dynamic information, which is very important for software systems that depend heavily on polymorphism. However, the diagrams generated by Shimba, do not follow the UML standard notation [OMG03b]. Even though they provide a variation of the sequence and statechart diagrams, Shimba should really follow more closely the standard UML notation, since it facilitates understanding and round-trip engineering due to the large amount of UML tools already available.
2.8 XML Definition

The eXtensible Markup Language (XML) [BRA00] is a W3C standard developed by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) [FUZ05w], since November 1996 [BRA96], to express any given set of data or document in a hierarchical fashion denoted with tags among a various range of computer systems. XML was mainly based on ideas developed from the Standardized Generalized Markup Language (SGML) [CON04] and the growing success and simplicity of the HyperText Markup Language (HTML) [RAG99] for exchanging information over the web. The main objectives were to be able to express any kind of hierarchical information and have a documented format to verify that the data followed a given grammar expressed by a Document Type Definition (DTD) [REF05d] or by an XML Schema [THO05]. Finally, XML was designed to support a wide range of character sets such as Unicode [UNI05], which provides a “consistent way of encoding multilingual text that enables the exchange of text data internationally” [UNI05i].

2.9 Various XML Formats

Some XML formats [BRA00] were developed to express some well-known problems such as: mathematical equations using the Mathematical Markup Language (MathML) [AUS03], some chemistry molecules using the Chemical Markup Language (CML) [MUR01] and even chess games using the Chess Game Markup Language (ChessGML) [SIC00]. In 1999, computer graphics using vectors and XML started to appear in technical publications and research committees [EBE99][FER99][AND04]. One of these approaches was called GraX, GXL or the Graph eXchange Language depending on the publication.
GXL had a very simple semantic structure and therefore, lacked many advanced features found in usual vector formats [HOLT02]. Another XML graphical format called SVG or Scalable Vector Graphic (SVG) [AND03] appeared in February 1999 [FER99], as a World Wide Web Consortium [FUZ05w] standard working draft proposal. Since its introduction, various tools were developed around SVG, which became popular two years later in November 2001, when the *Adobe SVG Viewer 3.0* made its appearance as a free commercial tool [ADO01].

Some research groups such as Rigi [WON98] have used *GXL* [HOLT00][COV00] and *SVG* [HOLG02] as a back-end for their reverse engineer visualization tools, since it provides a friendly and heavily documented plug-in format for external manipulations. For similar reasons, *DoxyChange*, uses *DOT-XML*, *DIFF-XML* and *SVG* as back-ends for external manipulation purposes. *DOT-XML* is similar to *GXL* syntax wise. However, it is based on a homegrown *XML* version of the *DOT* language [NOR05]. Additionally, *DOT-XML* wraps each node with an encoded node name *XML* tag identified by its "L" prefix. This special encoding is required, since the *X-Diff* differentiation is based on pure XML tag grouping instead of tag and attributes. The *DIFF-XML* format is only provided for third-party usage and is fundamentally similar to the original *X-Diff* output format.

*XML* was chosen since it provides an intuitive mechanism to express internal hierarchical data structures into a portable format, which can be viewed, manipulated and used by a wide variety of commercial tools. Furthermore, *SVG* is a very sophisticated format that can be parsed easily [AND03] compared to its corresponding bitmap formats such as:
GIF [COM90], JPEG [CLA05], PNG [MER05][ROE05], EPS [ADO92], which cannot be easily decomposed into a smaller sets of drawing operations. The other major reason is that SVG is a W3C standard [AND03] and visualization plug-ins, such as the Adobe SVG Viewer 3.03, are currently available [ADO05]. Additionally, the Adobe SVG Viewer supports more than 95% of the current standard [ADO01][AND02] and covers all of the important features required by DoxyChange for its visualization purposes. Finally, SVG is also used in a wide variety of applications, such as translating ChessGML into SVG dynamically using XSLT as shown below in Figure 2.2 [SIC00] or visualizing chemistry molecules using Chem2D/3D [MUR01] or Jumbo 3 [MUR01j] as shown below in Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.2: Screenshot: ChessGML to SVG – The Immortal Game [FRO02]
Figure 2.3: Screenshot: Chem2D/3D – Molecule Visualizer for CML [MUR01]

Figure 2.4: Screenshot: JUMBO 3.0-JS Molecule Browser for CML [MUR01]
2.10 Software Evolution

In today’s world, technology advancement is growing at a rapid pace and as a result new techniques, tools, technologies and ways of doing things are evolving constantly. In the end, it is very difficult for most companies to cope with the rapid technology advancement and to keep companies legacy system up to date with the new flavor *du jour* and the new ways of doing things. This problem is referred in the literature as software maintenance of legacy systems and software aging [PAR94]. Consequently, obsolescence is a fact that occurs every now and then, when old technologies are replaced with new ones, which are said to be more advanced, richer in features or just simply better. The same kind of obsolescence occurs with software and therefore, source code. Even though the algorithms or the business logic behind a given application might stay the same, the programming language might become obsolete, new ways of programming might have evolved or new programming concepts might have emerged. Even though software aging is inevitable, steps can be taken to limit its effects or temporarily fix it [GAL97][MUL00].

Software life cycle models are said to be the theory behind the life cycle of software systems, since they describes, using various theoretical models, how software system should be built in general. Most of these models, like the well-known waterfall model that was introduced by Winston Royce in 1970 [ROY70], are based on classic manufacturing process, which was successfully used for many centuries. By comparison, the field of software engineering is quite new compared to the few millennium of human history and the centuries of manufacturing process [FAN00]. Consequently, the field of software engineering is still considered to be in its young infancy and has a long way to
go before stabilizing into a proper manufacturing process. This is true even though a lot of research is currently performed, in order to find a real solution to this problem [FAN00]. In the mean time, major maintenance problems will continue to occur and the cyclic waterfall model is currently one of the common ways of doing proper software engineering, in general. Surprisingly, software engineering is not applied everywhere in the industry as statistics have shown that the number of companies which are at least CMM 3 [CMM02] are quite marginal [KUM01].

The classic reasons for not applying proper software engineering techniques are mostly tight budget, tight deadlines and an urgent need to rush a product to the market to maximize the immediate company profit before anyone else [FOR02]. As a result, software maintenance is currently estimated to cost as much as 65% to 90% of the total cost of a given legacy software system [KOS04][ERL00][EAS93][MOA90][HUF90][POR88][LIE81]. Most of these legacy systems have an unknown architecture, no requirement, specification or design documents or even any proper documentation within the source code itself. Furthermore, to reduce the developing cost even further, some of these systems are developed by inexperienced programmers that have no software engineering background or knowledge about proper programming techniques in general. Consequently, some of these systems are highly coupled with low cohesion, built without any regards for the overall design, meaning that some of them will run into serious difficulties during the integration phase [RAY01], while leaving the maintenance phase into a well-known disastrous state [KOS04]. Another problem is that sometime, production system works with just enough luck and that special case or worst case scenario was not exercised during the simple “compile, run and ship” workflow.
This normally happens when serious unit or component testing [MYE79] is omitted and no proper code review or quality assurance process took place. This means that serious bugs or security flaws finally emerge in production when those corner cases are finally exercised [WHI02]. This usually ends up with a new “Service Pack” or “Patch” being released [TSP05] to gradually fix these major issues as they are finally discovered by hackers, researchers or end users [USC05]. As it might sound surprising, some large companies will completely ignore such issues, since the program works fine in the best case scenario and will not even bother why such worst case scenario might be important at all [BRO05]. If the issue is raised that test cases or complete documentation should be written, some companies will try to reduce the amount of time spent on doing those activities to a minimum. Simply to ensure that the team spent the maximum amount of time programming the system instead of validating, verifying, documenting or testing it, practically relying on pure luck for the production or maintenance phases.

Most companies start bothering with maintenance or documentation once a serious acute crisis arise that pose a real challenge during the maintenance phase [MUL00][EST00]. In such cases, some companies will simply restart the project from scratch over and over when maintenance becomes unmanageable. Some other companies will simply go out and try to regain an understanding of the software system by using a wide variety of reverse engineering tools [RIC00]. In the end, software design and architecture is still considered to be a craftsman skill, which is acquired by experience [ROU97]. As a result, it is important not only to create a proper software design and architecture but also to document it and to ensure that future maintenance activities respect this overall design and architecture documentation.
Chapter 3 Version Control System Survey

A crucial component to study the evolution of software system is the retrieval of source code history. Such source code history can be stored in various ways, through backups, release archives or more commonly from source code repositories. As a result, “source code repositories hold a wealth of information that is not only useful for managing and building source code, but also as a detailed log of how the source code has evolved during development” [WIL05]. This rich mine of information is stored in various format and special tools must be used to deal with the various source code release format available. The following sections will discuss the various places and formats where legacy source code can be freely and easily retrieved.

3.1 Open Source versus Closed Source

One way to obtain various source code revisions of a large software system is through the analysis of a well-known open source project [PER05], while another approach is to sign a non-disclosure agreement (NDA) [WIK05n] with some companies to access their source code repository. However, it is much easier to download source code, which is freely available, directly from an open source project web site than to find a company willing to share their source code for research purposes. Therefore, the former method is obviously preferred.
Many free web sites exist that are specialized in the hosting of free open source projects, such as: SourceForge.net [VAS05], Savannah [SAV05], BerliOS [FOK05], Tigris [COL05], KDE [KDE05], among others. Once an open source project is being chosen for further analysis, the source code must be retrieved in a way or another.

3.2 Release Archives versus Version Control Systems

One way to obtain one revision of the source code is by downloading a compressed tar ball [JOH94] or zip archive [PKW05], which normally can be found on the project FTP [POS85] or HTTP [FUZ05h] web site or from a mirror web site. For instance, SourceForge.net [VAS05] offers up to fifteen different mirrors spread all around the world for every release archives stored on its server in order to limit its own bandwidth usage.

Another method for retrieving source code from an open source project is to fetch the source code from various version control systems, such as: CVS, SubVersion, Arch, Monotone, BitKeeper, Aegis, etc. For instance, SourceForge.net [VAS05] and Savannah [SAV05] provides a free CVS repository to every project, while other sites such as BerliOS [FOK05] and Tigris [COL05] offer a free SubVersion repository to every project instead. Either way, the retrieval and analysis of the source code in question can be made based on a specific release number or for a specific time period, if nightly built archives are available or if the repository system accept queries for a specific time period.
Furthermore, such retrieval can be fully automated by scripting the various command line interfaces depending on the method used, using Perl for instance [HIE05]. The following sections analyze the different kinds of version control system used by the most popular open source projects in general and their inherent limitations and capabilities. Seven free and commonly used version control systems will be analyzed in details, while a comparison chart of fifteen different version control systems conclude this chapter.

3.3 RCS

RCS is a version control system developed by Tichy in the early 1980's [TIC85]. RCS is based on an implementation similar to SCCS with an improved command line interface. RCS uses "v" suffixes instead of the "s." prefix used in SCCS for each file archives. This small storage modification resolved some of the undesirable issues related to SCCS as explained in detail in [WEI98] and [JAM05]. The major issue in question is related to implicit Makefile rules, which are mainly based on suffix patterns. Therefore, some implicit Makefile rules would improperly handle SCCS files as real implementation files. Consequently, implicit Makefile rules and a SCCS based project could not be mixed easily. As an end result, the suffix approach became more popular and many concurrent version control systems are using this approach instead. Due to its popularity, some modern version control systems are using RCS internally or were derived from the RCS implementation [TIC85].
3.4 CVS

One of such version control system, which is using RCS internally, is called CVS. CVS is a widespread and well-known concurrent version control system [PES98][PRI05], which is also used by every open source projects hosted on SourceForge.net [VAS05] and Savannah [SAV05]. CVS supports file changes, merges, tagging and version easily. However, CVS lacks many wanted features like directory and file renaming, atomic commits, efficient change set merging, metadata and binary file handling. Due to these limitations, many other version control tools were developed to fix these issues. Even though such limitation still exists, CVS is still widely used and therefore, many friendly user interfaces were developed for it, such as: TortoiseCVS [CRA05], WinCVS [PAR05], SmartCVS [SIN05], among other plug-ins for various editors like Eclipse [YAM04], Microsoft Visual Studio or Borland [PUS05]. Finally, CVS is a simple, portable, efficient tool, which is sufficient for most projects, even with its current limitations.

![Figure 3.1: Screenshot: WinCVS [ALE05]](image-url)
3.5 SubVersion

SubVersion [RES05] is a concurrent version control system that is aiming at replacing CVS [PRI05]. SubVersion is mainly used by open source projects hosted at BerliOS [FOK05] and Tigris [COL05], and by many other large projects such as KDE [KDE05], among others. Moreover, SubVersion provides the following additional features [RES05]: directory, file renaming, symbolic links and file metadata is versioned. Commits are fully atomic. Branching and tagging are constant time operation and SubVersion supports better handling of binary files. Merging is proportional to the change size instead of the file size; therefore, merging a small change in a huge document takes less time than CVS [CUN05]. The storage backend can be either a Berkeley database [SLE05] or flat files.
The output messages were designed to be localized, humanly readable and easily scriptable. The SubVersion server is based on the Apache 2.x WebDAV/DeltaV protocol [ASF05][GOL99] or through a standalone server that can be tunneled over SSH [GER05]. SubVersion does not use custom version number instead all revision numbers are incremented upon every commit [RES05]. Consequently, an end user may need separate repositories for each project, which could be a tedious task to maintain properly instead of having one central repository for every project [RUS02]. On the positive side, there exists a friendly user interface called TortoiseSVN [KUN05], which was derived from TortoiseCVS [CRA05], to visually manipulate a SubVersion repository using a simple right mouse click context menu as shown below in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Screenshot: TortoiseSVN [KUN05]
3.6 Arch

Arch [SAU04] is a version control system, similar to CVS [PRI05] and SubVersion [RES05]. Arch was developed by Tom Lord and became a GNU [HAT05] sponsored project in July 2003 [LOR03]. Arch is licensed under the GNU GPL v2 license [TUR05] and was originally developed to replace BitKeeper [BIT05], as it will be explained later on. Arch is quite special in the sense that it does not require a repository server, instead every developer must have its own repository and Arch provides facilities to merge entire repository together in an ad hoc pull fashion. Therefore, this approach eliminates the need to provide write permissions to update a central repository. In other words, this means that every developer must have their own revision tree, where they can retrieve change sets from various trees and finally merge them using the Arch branching and merging support. While this is advantageous on one-hand, it means that every developer is forking the main branch and without a proper well established set of repository hierarchy, merging and synchronization becomes a real challenge. Moreover, in this ad hoc context, it becomes extremely difficult to know for a foreign developer, which tree is the main project. This happens, since hundreds of forks may exist at any given time, with each of them having their own inconsistencies and their own sets of features or bugs. Furthermore, each merge collision problems must be solved over and over by each individual, if no proper hierarchy actually exists. One way to work around this issue, which is the methodology used by the Linux Kernel [MOR05], is to adopt a proper subsystem maintainer hierarchy and to have one well-known web server mirroring each revision tree and one well-known central repository where the final merge actually occurs. On the positive side, Arch has many advantages, such as [LOR05]: distributed
repositories, advanced merging capabilities for manipulating branches and change sets, file renaming support, unobtrusive operations, since it allows trivial repository reorganization out of the box and revision libraries to build space efficient libraries of previous revisions. Arch also possesses a low barrier of entry, since it does not require any third party to execute any commands into some remote repository, until it is desired [YAS05]. Consequently, anyone can host on any machine their actual Arch tree that can be read from and can be remotely accessible using any existing Internet protocol such as: HTTP [FUZ05h], HTTPS [RES99], FTP [POS85], SFTP [GAL04], WebDAV [GOL99], etc. Finally, there exists a Gnome user interface called ArchWay [GOI04] and a Qt 3.x user interface called Octopy [SAI03] to visually manipulate an Arch repository as shown in the screenshots below in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5.
3.7 Monotone

Monotone is a free and open source distributed version control system licensed under the GNU GPL v2 license [TUR05]. It was also developed as a possible successor to the BitKeeper repository [BIT05]. Monotone uses cryptographic SHA1 [DES97][RSA04w] [SCH04b][SCH04r] version naming [HOA05v], client-side RSA certificates [RSA04c] [HOA05c], a transactional version database stored in a regular flat file and uses a custom network protocol for efficient database synchronization [HOA05f][HOA05s]. Furthermore, Monotone can help automate many tedious and error-prone tasks by providing many features [FIS05][HOA05d][HOA05i] [HOA05s], such as: CVS emulation, decentralized system, lightweight branches, file annotation and the ability to track file changes, copies,
renames and moves. Finally, change sets can be posted anywhere on the Internet, via CGI script [NCS98], NNTP newsgroups [KAN86], FTP [POS85] or HTTP [FUZ05h] web sites or mailing lists. On the positive side, there exists a Gnome user interface called Monotone-viz [AND05], shown below in Figure 3.6, to visualize and manipulate a Monotone repository.

Figure 3.6: Screenshot: Monotone-viz [AND05]

3.8 BitKeeper

BitKeeper [BIT05][BIT04s] is a commercial configuration management system that was used by the Linux Kernel from February 2002 [BIT04h][SHA03] to April 2005. In the end,
BitKeeper was replaced by git [TOR05], due to the development of SourcePuller by Andrew Tridgell [TRI05][ORL05], which somehow violated the free BitKeeper license [MOF01] originally provided by Larry McVoy [MCV02] by not respecting the newly added non-compete clause [EKL02][BAR05][PEE05].

In the case of the Linux Kernel development methodology, BitKeeper provided a means of having multiple central repositories that could easily be merged within the central BitMover repository server [BIT05d]. Having a central repository was solving a lot of the issues that are common with solutions like Arch and Monotone, since it makes the inter-repository synchronization much easier than otherwise. This BitKeeper methodology seemed to be very appropriate and very useful for such a large and globally distributed open source project, since the patch and change set management system allowed for better filtering of changes and dependencies than any other available solutions back in 2002. Under this schema, change sets were gradually promoted to a higher revision tree, once enough peer reviews were performed until they were included into the main branch [MOR05]. This methodology was created to perfectly match the corresponding Linux Kernel methodology, in the first place. As a result, BitKeeper was introduced to the widely known Linux Kernel Mailing List [SPA05] to eliminate the “Linus does not scale” problem that occurred occasionally during the 2.4 series [BAR02]. As a result, BitKeeper provided “a set of techniques and tools to control changes to information over time, made by multiple, sometimes simultaneous, often geographically distributed modifiers” [BEA05]. Furthermore, “BitKeeper was designed from the beginning to work with multiple source repositories and to facilitate moving patches from one repository to another” [EKL99]. Finally, BitKeeper provides a large set of features as
described in [BEA05][BIT04f][BIT04a]. For instance, BitKeeper provides a decentralized system, compressed hierarchical repository, automated merging, rollback on any operation, checksum integrity checks, change set utilities, support for tracking file renames and symlink, event notification triggers and a highly scalable architecture to support huge projects such as the Linux Kernel. It also provides a portable Tcl/Tk graphical user interface as shown below, in Figure 3.7 [OUT04].

3.9 AEGIS

Aegis is another free and open source distributed version control system, which is actively maintained since 1991 [MIL05] and is also licensed under the GNU GPL license v2 [TUR05]. The name stands for protection or defense and it comes
from the Greek word *aegis*, which was the “weapon of Zeus and Athena” in the ancient Greek mythology [ANS05].

*Aegis* provides many features as described in [MIL05][MIL05c][MIL05p][MIL05q] [CHA04][WAT04][BRU00][APP98]. *Aegis* was designed around incremental development and was therefore designed for repository security, availability, integrity and confidentiality. On the positive side, change sets and branching can be of any desired depth and are independently treated. Change sets are atomic and must pass well-defined test cases before being integrated. However, while *Aegis* supports large directory trees, it cannot handle as many files as *CVS* and it has a wide range of restrictions that are not found in other SCM. Consequently, *Aegis* is still marginally used by other open source project. As a final note, *Aegis* support projects hosted on *SourceForge.net* and has a web interface to track every activities being performed within an *Aegis* repository [MIL05w] as shown below in Figure 3.8.

![Image](image.png)

**Legend**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Create</th>
<th>Modify</th>
<th>Remove</th>
<th>Cause</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>chain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>internal_bug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>internal_enhancement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>internal_improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>external_bug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>external_enhancement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>external_improvement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3.8: Screenshot: Aegis – Change Density by File [MIL05w]**
3.10 Problematic of Distributed Version Control Systems

The major problem with distributed version control systems like *Arch*, *Monotone*, *Aegis* and *BitKeeper* is that many conflicting forks might exist at any given time. While this may seem appealing at first sight, over time it makes merging and patching a real challenge, since various change sets or trees might become incompatible to the point where various development trees cannot be safely merged back into the main repository. For instance, some small [THO04] and large [TOR05] projects, which used the distributed version control systems methodology, suffered problems related to instability, synchronization, stabilization, feature integration, bug reporting and bug resolving. It also created additional confusion, since at any point of time, many releases existed concurrently which do not have the same sets of bugs or features. This methodology proved itself to require discipline and willingness to ensure that no explicit fork exists and that everyone in the end synchronizes itself with one and only one main and widely known repository [MOR05]. As a result, no perfect version control system currently exists to cover every possible use cases. Each of them has their own advantages and shortcomings, which must be examined carefully before choosing one over another. To help developers into their quest of choosing a proper version control system the following table provides a list of every common feature available in fifteen different version control systems.
### 3.11 Version Control System Tools Comparison Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>CVS</th>
<th>Aegis</th>
<th>Arch</th>
<th>BitKeeper</th>
<th>CM Synergy</th>
<th>Co-op</th>
<th>Darcs</th>
<th>Monotone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atomic commits</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File renaming</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File move</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directory renaming</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directory move</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File copy</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directory copy</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote repository replication</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propagating changes to parent repositories</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repository permissions</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Partial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support changesets</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracking line-wise file history</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to work on only one directory of the repository</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracking uncommitted changes</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per-file commit message</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentation</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of deployment</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Very easy</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command set</td>
<td>CVS</td>
<td>Complex</td>
<td>Complex/ CVS</td>
<td>Complex/ CVS</td>
<td>Complex/ CVS</td>
<td>CVS</td>
<td>Compact</td>
<td>Complex/ CVS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network support</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Simple LAN</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portability</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>Win95</td>
<td>Very good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web Interface</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Possibly</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphical User Interface</td>
<td>Many</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>integrated</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>Free/ Costly</td>
<td>20K$/Server, 4K$/Client</td>
<td>159$/client</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>Free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>License</td>
<td>GPL</td>
<td>GPL</td>
<td>GPL</td>
<td>Proprietary</td>
<td>Proprietary</td>
<td>Proprietary</td>
<td>GPL</td>
<td>GPL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature</td>
<td>OpenCM</td>
<td>Perforce</td>
<td>SourceSafe</td>
<td>Subversion</td>
<td>Super version</td>
<td>SVK</td>
<td>Vesta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atomic commits</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File renaming</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File move</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directory renaming</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directory move</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File copy</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directory copy</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote repository replication</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propagating changes to parent repositories</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repository permissions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support change sets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracking line-wise file history</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to work on only one directory of the repository</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracking uncommitted changes</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per-file commit message</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentation</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Very poor</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of deployment</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Very good + JDK1.4</td>
<td>Good + CPAN</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command set</td>
<td>CVS</td>
<td>Very extensive</td>
<td>GUI</td>
<td>CVS</td>
<td>GUI</td>
<td>CVS</td>
<td>5-20 cmd</td>
<td>5-20 cmd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network support</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>network share</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>NFS/ RPC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portability</td>
<td>Good (Unix)</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Win95 + MainSoft (Unix)</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web Interface</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphical User Interface</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>integrated</td>
<td>many</td>
<td>integrated</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>750$/client + 150$/client per year</td>
<td>MSDN</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>License</td>
<td>GPL/BSD/CPL</td>
<td>Proprietary</td>
<td>Proprietary</td>
<td>Apache/BSD</td>
<td>GPL</td>
<td>Perl</td>
<td>LGPL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 4  Merging and Differentiating Survey

Merging and differentiating is a challenging research area. Since 1970, various tools were developed to perform such task, such as: diff in 1974 by Douglas McIlroy [WIK05d], patch in 1985 by Larry Wall [WIK05p], GNU diff3 in 1988 by Randy Smith [SMI88][SMI94] and GNU sdiff by Thomas Lord [WAL02]. It is worth mentioning that most of the modern GNU versions of these Unix utilities [WAL02] are mostly based on research work published by Myers in 1986 [MYE86].

For the last decades, most open source projects were heavily relying on GNU diff/patch technologies for merging and differentiating source files. One example is the Linux Kernel project, which always refused to use CVS at all costs. After lots of discussions on the Linux Kernel Mailing List, the conclusion ended up being that CVS was simply inappropriate, as stated by Linus Torvalds and other Linux Kernel developers [TOR95]. As a result, many Linux Kernel developers were relying on GNU diff, patch, grep and find utilities for manipulating the Linux Kernel source code [LOV02][SHA03]. However, in 2002, when some new merging technology became a major selling argument for BitKeeper, when it introduced transparent, integrated and automated merging of change sets within its proprietary repository solutions [BIT04s][BIT04a], Linus Torvalds was consequently approached by Larry McVoy [MCV02], who offered free BitKeeper licenses to all Linux Kernel developers to help them manage their Linux Kernel project [ANDR02].
However, many critics such as Richard Stallman criticized this offer, by saying that "the decision to use BitKeeper, reflects the attitude of the original developer of Linux, a person who thinks that "technically better" is more important than freedom" [STA02]. As a result, many similar open source solutions were developed after its introduction in the Linux Kernel in February 2002 and various approaches with similar merging solutions were researched to solve this difficult problem. Consequently and as discussed in the previous chapter, many open source solutions flourished out of this initiative such as: SubVersion, Arch, Monotone and git, which all evolved in parallel as possible BitKeeper replacements for the Linux Kernel repository requirements and scalability problems. As a side effect, this research field also flourished during this same period, with many solutions that appeared to solve this kind of problems and similarly, other kinds of problems such as the differentiation of XML documents.

As mentioned by Estublier in 2000: "Mergers found in today's tools simply compare (on a line by line basis) the two files to merge, and a file that is historically common to both (the common ancestor). If a line is present in a file but not in the common ancestor, it was added, and must be kept; if a line is present in the ancestor and not in the file, it was removed and must be removed. If changes occurred at different places, the merger is able to decide automatically what should be the merged file. This algorithm is simply a heuristic that provides in output a set of lines with absolutely no guarantees about correctness. Nevertheless mergers proved to work fine, to be very useful and became almost unavoidable" [EST00]. A more in-depth survey of merging technologies that were previously available in 1995, is provided by Buffenbarger in [BUF95]. The problem with
line-by-line differentiation technique is that it is completely inappropriate for XML purposes or non line-by-line based hierarchical data structures to be compared, which is the case of the various DoxyChange intermediate file formats. The following sections discuss some of the different kind of merging and differentiating technologies available and their inherent limitations and capabilities. Five merging and differentiating tools will be analyzed in details, while a comparison chart of six different differentiating tools conclude this chapter.

4.1 GNU diff/diff3

The GNU diff/diff3 command line tools is a free open source tool made by GNU [SMI94] to differentiate two given files based on the algorithm developed by Myers in [MYE86]. GNU diff/diff3 is quite efficient, portable, heavily documented and easy-to-work with. The operation is decoupled with synchronization and optimistic locking. It only requires input files and it also works with XML, but only on a line-by-line basis. However, it does not provide any valid XML output or neither support any XML syntactic context. GNU diff/diff3 does not support copy or move. GNU diff/diff3 also does not support tree differentiating, tree patching or tree encoding. It also lacks structural merge, merge tracking, subtree move, subtree copy or move/update [ZS97][LIN01p]. It is mainly aimed at line-by-line differentiation between two lines, since it cannot detect lines that are moved around. Originally, one of the primary goals was to produces a minimal edit script to transform one file into another by using a set of insertion and deletion operation. On the positive side, an easy-to-use
graphical back-end for the K Desktop Environment [KDE05] named KDiff3 was 
developed by Joachim Eibl [EIB05] and is freely available under the GNU GPL v2 license 
[TUR05]. Some KDiff3 screenshots are shown below in Figure 4.1 [EIB05s].

Figure 4.1: Screenshot: KDiff3 [EIB05s]

4.2 XMLTreeDiff

The XMLTreeDiff is a proprietary tool developed by IBM AlphaWorks to differentiate 
XML files. XMLTreeDiff was developed in November 1998 by Francisco Curbera
[CUR98], it seems to be the first tool that was publicly available that attempted to differentiate XML files, since it was released only nine months after the first W3C recommendation of the eXtensible Markup Language (XML), version 1.0 [BRA98]. It does show tree differences and encodes them. XMLTreeDiff can be considered to be a bit inefficient and it does not support tree patching, move or copy. However, since XMLTreeDiff was retired, any further analysis cannot be performed. As a side note, many research papers and projects, which were published in 2001, 2002 or later, mention this research tool, such as [MCZ01][JEU02] [HAR02][LIN01p], among others.

4.3 3DM

The 3DM XML differentiating and merging tool is another free open source tool written in Java, which handles move and copy of entire subtree [LIN01p]. It also supports node renaming, copying, insertion and deletion. However, it assumes that both input XML files have the same DTD; therefore, a change in the DTD between two given revisions will not work properly [LIN05p][LIN05w]. The algorithm complexity is $O(n \log n)$ as mentioned in [LIN04]. Originally, the 3DM tool was supposed to be used to differentiate two DOT-XML documents. However, extensive testing of 3DM proved to be quite useless for differentiating minor or major changes within two XML documents, since it was not able to detect small changes properly, only additions or deletions. As a result, another differentiating tool had to be found to fulfill this task. A screenshot of the 3DM TreeDiff graphical output is shown below in Figure 4.2 [LIN01s].
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4.4 XMLDiff

The XMLDiff differentiating tool is a proprietary tool made by IBM Alphaworks [IAW01], which works very well with input XML files. Based on the acquired experience after using and testing the XMLDiff tool, it became apparent that XMLDiff was quite reliable for differentiating minor or major changes within two XML documents. Moreover, the algorithm complexity is quite acceptable by being \( O(|T_1| \cdot |T_2| \cdot \text{depth}(T_1) \cdot \text{depth}(T_2)) \) as mentioned in [SHA02]. Some effort was made to make XMLDiff, a core component of DoxyChange until the obvious limitations were finally discovered.

First of all, XMLDiff is a closed source product that cannot be extended to the specific needs of this research project. Furthermore, XMLDiff is implemented in Java, which creates a huge overhead penalty when used intensively in batch mode, since the Java...
Virtual Machine initialization must be performed over and over for every XML files to be generated, which can easily be estimated to be more than ten thousand times. The most disastrous limitation is the very restrictive license, which is unfortunately limited to 90 days for non-commercial usage and only for evaluation purposes [IAW01]. As an end result, this unfortunate license limitation is simply too restrictive and completely inappropriate for this research project. In other words, a more license friendly XML differentiation tool had to be found to replace this one, even though it produced interesting and valid results.

4.5 X-Diff

X-Diff differentiating tool is a free open source tool written in C++. Additionally, a Java version also exists [WAN05]. X-Diff supports node changes, insertion and deletion. In the end, X-Diff was chosen since it was as successful as XMLDiff for identifying minor or major changes within two XML documents and a C++ version existed. Later on, a work-around had to be inserted, since X-Diff completely ignores node ordering and attributes by design [WAN05]. As a result any named group had to be wrapped using specially crafted naming node tag, to ensure that X-Diff would group them properly. Since the tag had to be associated somehow, it was chosen that items would be associated only by names and not by signatures. This small change in the XML structure allows small changes in the signature for the same node name to be clearly identified as a signature rename, instead of being silently ignored as a normal delete/insert pair. As mentioned earlier wrapping tag use a "L" prefix with a special encoding for names.
that contains incompatible XML characters for tag names, such as mathematical symbols often used in C++ member functions.

4.6 Differentiating Tools Comparison Table

The following Table 4.1 provides an overview of the various tools that were analyzed during this XML differentiating survey. It is worth mentioning that XY-Diff was also briefly evaluated. However, since major development had already took place within X-Diff and that X-Diff seemed to be offering better output results as mentioned by its corresponding documentation and technical papers, which claimed to be superior to XY-Diff and other similar tools such as XMLDiff. As a result, XY-Diff was left behind without further testing, mostly due to time constraints.

Table 4.1: Comparison of various XML differentiating tools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>GNU Diff</th>
<th>XMLTreeDiff</th>
<th>3DM</th>
<th>XMLDiff</th>
<th>X-Diff</th>
<th>XY-Diff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Handle Text</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handle XML</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insertion</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deletion</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rename</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliable XML changes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Work-around</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portability</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>C++ or Java</td>
<td>C++ or Java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tested</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Unsuccessful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source code</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>Retired</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>Costly</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>Free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>License</td>
<td>GPL</td>
<td>Proprietary</td>
<td>LGPL</td>
<td>Proprietary</td>
<td>SleepyCat / BSD-like</td>
<td>LGPL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Chapter 5 Contribution

The main purpose of this research project is to make a small contribution within the field of software engineering. More specifically this research focuses on developing a new tool called DoxyChange, which enables programmers or software engineers to visualize the evolution of a given software system. DoxyChange is an addition to the existing Doxygen open source project [HEE05], which is already widely used to document and visualize more than 400 projects worldwide [HEE05p]. Another benefit of Doxygen is that it provides a friendly parser framework that can fully handle complicated and ambiguous C/C++ constructs, such as templates. Another factor is that Doxygen generates a large variety of Graphviz Dot UML diagrams [HEE05g]. Therefore, making it easier to extend this architecture to support software change visualization rather than either to create a new one from scratch or to build one on top of the Sun™ Javac framework [SUN04c] currently used by the CONCEPT framework. The main contributions of this research project are the integration and the extension of existing tools and algorithms, such as: writing the glue code for the intermediate file parsers and converters, optimizing each component and in some case, writing a portable layer such that some Linux components would work and compile properly on the Windows platform. The following sections will discuss the contributions in more details.
In summary, *Doxygen* was extended to provide a *DOT-XML* output within the HTML output generator, some configuration variables and optimizations were added to decrease the amount of output files and consequently, the time it takes to generate them. *X-Diff* and its dependencies were modified to compile on Windows, *X-Diff* was also refactored and a new *Change-DOT* output generation was added. The change filter was created and it provides among others, the following core functionalities: reformatting, restructuring, grouping, performing some CSS styling and modifying encoded strings into SVG polygons, circles and arrows. It is worth mentioning that this chapter only describes the successful steps towards the completion of the *DoxyChange* tool and excludes any other research work which was actually performed, but later on abandoned, modified or reworked towards obtaining a fully working solution. This includes work performed on many other compiler frameworks, such as: a homegrown C++ parser, a *GCC-XML* extension [KIN04], a *JavaML* converter [BAD00], *IBM™ Jikes* [ABB05], the *Sun™ Javac* compiler [SUN04c] and other *Doxygen* extensions that were first investigated and then abandoned. These *Doxygen* extensions include a direct SVG generation and a complete *XML-SVG* generation and some work towards modifying *Graphviz Dot* such that it could be statically inlined within *Doxygen* for speed reasons. Furthermore, attempts were made to refactor *Graphviz Dot* such that XML data would be kept intact from the input *dot* file to its corresponding output SVG format. For instance, at one point, the goal was to have all phases integrated into a single static application instead of four separate entities, but due to outstanding technical difficulties, it was simply preferable to keep them separate to distribute the load and therefore use them as is, even with the well-known I/O overhead due to temporary files, since it can be worked around by using a RAMDISK.
As a result, this research project focuses mainly on the visualization of large scale software system with approximately the same speed and size limitations than Doxygen itself. It has to be pointed out that DoxyChange can already scale up to software system, in the order of 16 MB of C++ source code without any major problems, as illustrated in Chapter 6. Furthermore, techniques are also available and are already used by large projects to work around these speed and size limitations, such as distributing the load on many computers and using a partial recompilation techniques that reuse pre-computed parts and recomputing other parts on an as needed basis. Another component being used in this project is called Graphviz Dot [GAN00], which is widely known for its graph layout capabilities and its ability to create clear and concise UML diagrams. The final third-party component being used is an extended version of X-Diff [WAN05] to differentiate two generated UML diagrams in DOT-XML format. Third-party libraries are also implicitly used such as TrollTech Qt 2.2 library [TRO05], Apache Xerces-C library [ASF05x] and the Standard Template Library (STL) [JOH05][STL04a][STL04j][SGI00].

5.1 Software Evolution Use Case

Currently, most companies have difficulties to visually track changes to their original context or keeping track of software changes in general. Normally, the documentation, if it is still available, is mostly outdated or does not represent the current software status, mostly due to progressive modification of the source code during its maintenance life cycle. The idea is to automatically update the documentation and to produce a process framework, which can easily keep track of changes and to correlate modifications that
was performed between two releases. Ideally the documentation, like other test cases, should be generated for each revision of the software system (basically for every night built), to ensure that it is always up to date and to allow the developer to easily track changes using Doxygen.

5.2 Doxygen External Architecture

Currently, the Doxygen lexical analyzer can be seen as a black box, which takes input source files and a configuration file describing the task to be performed and it outputs a wide variety of output files depending on the task to be performed. For the test cases described in Chapter 6, Doxygen is configured to parse input C++ source code and to output HTML, XML, DOT, DOT-XML, MAP and PNG files. Internally, Doxygen calls Graphviz Dot during the output generation process to generate DOT, MAP and PNG files. The Figure 5.1 shown below explains the entire process which takes place. Normally, Doxygen creates temporary DOT files generated by Graphviz Dot for graph resizing and truncation purposes, in order to know if the end result diagram fits within the specified MAX_DOT_GRAPH_WIDTH and MAX_DOT_GRAPH_HEIGHT drawing space.

In order to reduce the Doxygen I/O overhead, our custom version of Doxygen provides a new NO_DOT_RESIZE configuration variable to disable this feature. It also provides a new NO_DOT_RUNJOB configuration variable to disable any calls to Graphviz Dot except for resize. A new NO_DOT_MD5 configuration variable was also added to disable the md5sum calculations [RIV92] used to know if the diagrams should be regenerated or not.
Finally, a new `NO_HTML_OUTPUT` configuration variable was added to disable the HTML output altogether if it is not immediately required.

![Diagram of Doxygen External Architecture Overview](HEE05a)

To compensate for the lack of HTML generation, a new `HTML_URL_PREFIX` configuration variable was added, which replace the internal HTML links to external HTML links where the actual HTML documentation was previously generated. These special parameters allow Doxygen to reduce its extremely time consuming I/O throughput significantly as illustrated in Chapter 6 and allows the user to generate the HTML documentation on one machine and the `DOT-XML` generation on another machine to decrease the overall run-time. The `DOT-XML` generation is enabled using the `GENERATE_DOT_XML` configuration variable. It can also be tuned using the existing `UML_LOOK` configuration variable, which normally should be set to `YES`.

The display can be extended or simplified by tuning the appropriate custom extensions called: `SHOW_SIMPLIFY_PARAMS`, `SHOW_FUNCTION_PARAMS` and `SHOW_TYPE`. These configuration variables will show the full signature simplified or not, show function parameters or not, and show the return types or variable types or not.
Currently, types can be shown in C++ style or in the common ADA style used by IBM Rational Rose [RAT05]. By default, types are shown in ADA style, while parameters are shown in simplified C++ style. Any const, static, virtual, inline, final, register, class, struct, union or similar properties, including any array size are removed from the function signature for simplification purposes and also to reduce the size of the function signature. If any of these simplifications are changed, they will not be shown directly on the UML diagram, the corresponding class variable or member functions will instead be shown in orange, since the change is obviously not visible after simplification.

5.3 Doxygen Internal Architecture

Internally, Doxygen consists of a highly coupled, high cohesion and modular architecture. The highest degree of coupling is toward the Qt 2.2 Toolkit, the remaining coupling is due to the configuration singleton [GAM93], the parser and the output generator infrastructure, which is heavily inter-coupled. However, the output generator children classes are interfaced using the Visitor design pattern [GAM93], which at least eliminates the coupling between specific output generators. In others words, the HTML output generator is completely independent to the XML, RTF or LATEX output generator and vice-versa. In general, as it can be seen in the Figure 5.2 data flow overview diagram, Doxygen mostly consists of a unique configuration parser singleton [GAM93], a C/C++ preprocessor, a language parser, a tag file parser, a set of data containers, a source parser, a document parser and a set of output generators.
As shown below in Figure 5.2, Doxygen works in roughly four major stages, with some minor sub-stages, where the data is being retrieved, refined and gradually enhanced, in order to be finally converted into every of the specified output formats.

![Figure 5.2: Doxygen Data Flow Overview [HEE05a]]
Figure 5.3: Doxygen Information Flow Overview [HEE05s]

The information flow overview diagram, shown above in Figure 5.3, shows some of the various Doxygen external components and how they relate to some of the Doxygen inputs and outputs. For instance, DoxyWizard is used to create or tune a configuration file, DoxyTag is used to create tag files from generated HTML pages and \LaTeX{} is used to
create *PostScript* or *PDF* output. Moreover, *Microsoft Word* can be used to convert RTF files into *Microsoft Word* documents and the *HTML Help Workshop* can be used to transform the HTML pages into a *CHM* help file, also known as *Microsoft Windows 98 Help* file format. It is to be noticed that the XML files can be used as an input to other XML based system, which can used the *doxmlparser.lib* library, if needed instead of writing a new dedicated parser. Obviously, the *Graphviz Dot* interactions are missing from this information flow diagram.

## 5.4 DoxyChange Architecture

The overall *DoxyChange Architecture Overview* is shown below in Figure 5.4.

![Figure 5.4: DoxyChange Architecture Overview](image)
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5.4.1 DoxyChange: Phase 1 – Parsing

**Phase 1** of the DoxyChange process consists of parsing the input source code such as header files or implementation files. As mentioned earlier, Doxygen supports a wide variety of programming languages such as "C++, C, Java, Objective-C, Python, IDL (Corba and Microsoft flavors) and to some extent PHP, C#, and D" [HEE05]. DoxyChange supports all of those languages by default; however, this research will concentrate on C++, since the original Doxygen lexical scanner was designed in the first place for parsing this particular kind of source code and generating various kinds of diagrams from it. Moreover, Doxygen recently included a UML_LOOK configuration variable to its custom diagram, such that for instance, UML class diagram could be generated instead.

All the other programming languages are parsed by dynamically adapting the lexical scanner depending on the language context and therefore, by adding more fuzzy rules into each of the Flex parsers [NEE00]. Moreover, another method can also be used for other more extreme programming languages, by simply changing the input source code into some sort of fuzzy C++ input, in order to be parsed by Doxygen [HEE05q]. As a result, other languages such as: JavaScript, Visual Basic, Object Pascal, MatLab and Pro*C are indirectly supported using this methodology by using a third-party preprocessor to convert the source code into some C++ flavor compatible with Doxygen [HEE05h]. Consequently, Doxygen is a very powerful multi-language open source parser that is freely available [HEE05d] under the GNU GPL v2 license [TUR05]. Doxygen is also multi-platform and is available for Windows, Mac and wide variety of *nix flavors,
due to its use of the Qt 2.2 Toolkit [TRO05]. Furthermore, Doxygen is very flexible and easy to maintain due to its modular C++ object-oriented approach. Additionally, Doxygen uses a wide variety of design patterns, such as the Visitor and Iterator design patterns, while also incorporating some Interface, Delegation, Factory Method, Composite, Façade, Proxy and Singleton design patterns. Furthermore, Doxygen also have a configurable interface, which makes heavy usage of QDict, QList and QStack for storing data [TRO05i], QTextStream classes [TRO05i] and polymorphic generator subclasses to generate the content through a Visitor/Iterator [GAM93] feedback loop.

The parser is modular and is divided into eleven independent Flex parser modules [NEE00] that perform various tasks such as:

1. The config.l parser for retrieving the configuration file options;
2. The pre.l parser that acts as a preprocessor;
3. The scanner.l parser that acts as a scanner;
4. The code.l parser that acts as a code handler;
5. The defargs.l parser for functions or templates parameters;
6. The declinfo.l parser for declarative statements;
7. The commentconv.l parser to retrieve and convert comments;
8. The commentscan.l parser that handles verbose Doxygen comments.
9. The constexp.l parsers to handle numerical or Boolean expressions;
10. The doctokenizer.l parser that acts as a document tokenizer;
11. The doxygen.l parser for the Doxytag generated HTML tag files;

The DOT, HTML, MAP and PNG output files shown in pink are generated by default by Doxygen for every input source files and every parsing code context that it judges meaningful. As a result the following diagrams are generated: include file inheritance
diagram, include file dependency diagrams, class inheritance diagrams, class collaboration diagrams, call graphs, context specific dependency diagrams and class hierarchy diagram.

To browse these diagrams, Doxygen also generates a wide variety of HTML files to document further the source code. One of them is the HTML documentation with enhanced Doxygen or Javadoc style comment of every C++ input files with the source code inlined with every keyword colored and linked to their specific HTML documentation. This output is crucial for DoxygenChange, since it is in this specific part of Phase 1 where the diagrams are generated and therefore, where the DOT-XML add-on takes place. Most of the processing is done in dot.cpp, which is the module that handles the dot language related generation.

Doxygen also generates a list of class and files with abbreviated comments, a textual and graphical class hierarchy, a textual directory hierarchy, an overall member lists, variable list, function list, typedef list, enumeration list, enumerator list and property list with the class name or file name where they are used. It also generates a PHP search engine, if the Doxygen configuration file variable SEARCHENGINE is set to YES. The same documentation is offered in a variety of flavor such as: HTML, \LaTeX, XML, RTF, man pages and as a bunch of Perl modules for scripting purposes. The DOT-XML, Change-DOT, HTML and SVG output shown in purple are generated by the various components of DoxygenChange. The XML output and DIFF-XML output shown in green are facultative output which might be omitted, since DoxygenChange does not currently use any of these files and these files are only provided to be used by any other third-party tools.
The *Phase 2, Phase 3* and *Phase 4* is performed by calling a *Perl* script, which creates a list of all input *DOT-XML* files and then create a corresponding empty *XML* file to complete any file pair that cannot be matched successfully.

### 5.4.2 DoxyChange: Phase 2 – DOT-XML Differentiating

The *Phase 2* uses a custom made *Qt 2.2* version of *X-Diff* with a new *XPortability.hpp* header file added for portability reasons, in order to make *X-Diff* compile on Windows. Even though *X-Diff* looks quite innocent with its ten source files, it relies on not really portable and hard to compile external libraries and functionalities, which are barely documented. The only hint provided is the README file which contains the following clue: “Required: *Xerces C++ v1.4.0, g++ v2.9.*”. *Apache Xerces C++ version 1.4.0* is no longer maintained and the last version of the v1.x series is 1.7.0, which is incompatible with *X-Diff*. Furthermore, the *g++ v2.9.x* is four years old and the latest version of this series was released in February 2001 [ANG04] and is no longer maintained. The newest GCC version is *v4.0.1*, which is incompatible with the Windows platform without using *Cygwin*. As a side effect, *g++* relies on the *GNU libstdc++* implementation; more specifically, *X-Diff* relies on the *GNU libstdc++ hash_map* implementation, which is not available on Windows. To solve these two issues some research had to be done to first identify what a *hash_map* is and if a compatible implementation exists on Windows. Even though *hash_map* is part of the *std* STL namespace in *libstdc++*, it is only a C++ recommendation [AUS03] and most STL implementations do not support it.
Consequently, Qt 2.2 was used to replace the non-portable hash_map STL class to work around the GNU GCC [ANG04] non-portable extension such as: specific 64-bit integer type and the *nix time structure timeval and timezone, which was replaced by some proper #define macros, typedef or some custom stubs implementation using clock_t and CLOCK_PER_SEC. Other work around were also used such as: some #pragma, to ignore some extremely noisy template name length warnings and some #define, to mask the small function signature difference between each platform. QMap was adapted to behave like a hash_map using some #define and a new default constructor where the size parameter is ignored. The reasons for using QMap instead of some of the STL hash_map implementation is that it was nearly impossible to find a hash_map implementation that would work under Microsoft Visual C++ 5.0 or 6.0 (MSVC). Some widely known implementation such as libstdc++ [JOH05], SGI [SGI00] and STLport [STL04a][STL04j] would not work properly or would simply collide with the existing partial STL implementation already provided by the Microsoft compiler. The major problem was that all of these STL implementations provided their own heavily inter-coupled implementations of every STL class that cannot be worked around to use the Microsoft STL implementation. However, even when the third party STL classes were tweaked, in order to be used with the Microsoft compiler, compilation errors were still generated. As an alternative solution, the Qt 2.2 Toolkit was considered since it already provided a set of portable container classes that are fully compatible with the Microsoft compiler. For instance, QMap provided by Qt 2.2 Toolkit was very close to the hash_map interface and provided similar functionality. To overcome the minor naming interface problems, some #define macros were introduced, since the GNU libstdc++ uses
hash_map<T1, T2>::const_iterator, while Qt 2.2 uses QMap<T1, T2>::ConstIterator.

Notice the upper case naming convention used in Qt 2.2 and the lower case and underscore naming convention used by the STL. This macro approach is required, since the hash_map template cannot be typedef and a third argument is used to compare strings in hash_map, which do not exist in QMap. Finally, the hash_map constructor takes an integer parameter to indicate the default size, which does not exist in QMap. This can easily be worked around by replacing the QMap() constructor definition by QMap(int sz=0) and simply ignoring the size parameter. As a result, a portability layer called XPortability.hpp was written and the X-Diff source code was modified to use this portability layer instead of calling the functions directly.

The only major limitation related to the usage of Qt 2.2 is the requirement that the entire source code must be licensed under the GNU GPL v2 license. This restriction is not really problematic, since the X-Diff source code is available on some flavor of the BSD license, which is compatible with the Qt 2.2 GPL license. Moreover, this GPL restriction upon X-Diff can easily be removed by simply eliminating the QMap dependency.

On the other end, the Apache Xerces C++ version 1.4.0 dependency had to be resolved. The problem was to find a MSVC project or Makefile which would work with the Apache Xerces C++ library. Since the version 1.4.0 refused to compile, some insight suggested that maybe the latest version would provide the proper bug fix. However, the latest version 2.6.0 is incompatible with the version 1.4.0, after the Apache source base underwent some major refactoring. Some attempts were made to fix these issues;
however, the overall complexity involved was overwhelming and another solution had to be found. Since this approaches was not conclusive, the latest version of the 1.x series was selected, since it did not have any of the version 2.x refactorings in it, while it would still addressed some of the problems inherent with the *Apache Xerces C++ v1.4.0*. However, *Apache Xerces C++ version 1.7.0* does not provide a compatible MSVC project or a compatible *Makefile*. Consequently, the *Makefile* from version 1.4.0 was adapted for version 1.7.0, which eventually worked just fine.

Another major implementation issue was that *Xerces* is designed to be dynamically linked (DLL) instead of being statically linked. The problem with DLL is that they cannot be debugged live by stepping through the source code, when *X-Diff* calls any *Xerces* functions internally. This was important since the resulting modified version 1.7.0 was not working properly and would cause a *Segmentation Fault* crash for no apparent reason. The library was modified significantly to compile it statically against *X-Diff*. Once, *Xerces* was successfully statically linked the guilty unsupported C++ construct 

"try {...} catch(...) { throw; }" was found and "throw;" was commented out, since it is not supported by the *Microsoft* compiler.

Attempts were made to trim down the size of *Xerces* from what looked like redundant components. However, this is not really possible, since *Xerces* is extremely and heavily inter-coupled within itself. In other words, every file in *Xerces* barely needs every other file in *Xerces*, in one way or another. As a small example, the SAX compiler is tightly coupled against the DOM compiler and vice-versa [WO000], even if does not make any
sense at all at first sight. Furthermore, these two XML compilers API are forced to use a 
Validator, which must use a Model, which in turn must use every possible Model and/or 
Validator and that is just the beginning. Now to parse or display some text, a Transcoder 
is needed, but since one of them is needed, all of them need to be loaded, initialized and 
are therefore, needed just in case. Since nearly 75% of the files are tightly coupled, it is 
unsurprising that these specific files also require, in one way or another, the remaining 
source files. This might explain why Xerces is provided as a DLL or dynamically loaded 
library, since it probably makes no sense at all to compile it statically except for 
debugging purposes.

As a result, the Xerces dependency is roughly 10 MB of source code and roughly 70 MB 
of temporary files once compiled in debug mode, which must be added to the size of 
QMap and all its Qt 2.2 dependencies. Size reduction was however possible for the Qt 2.2 
dependencies by using the configuration header file named <qconfig.h>. Consequently, 
after some compiler optimization, the X-Diff executable was reduced to 2.3 MB without 
any external dependency, which finally sounds reasonable. Especially, for a small utility 
that originally contained only 10 C++ source file within a single tar ball, since 
the hash_map and Apache Xerces-C dependencies were not included, neither clearly 
identified at first sight.

Once X-Diff was optimized, the XDiff.cpp was split into three C++ files: XDiff.cpp, 
XDiffMain.cpp and XDiffWriteXML.cpp. A new file called XDiffWriteSVG.cpp was then 
added, which is based on the XDiffWriteXML.cpp implementation. This file is used by
DoxyChange to generate the Change-DOT output as explained in the DoxyChange Architecture Overview diagram shown in Figure 5.4.

5.4.3 DoxyChange: Phase 3 – SVG Generation

During Phase 3, the AT&T Graphviz Dot utility is executed from the command line by requiring an SVG output instead of a normal DOT, MAP or PNG output which was previously generated by the Doxygen program.

5.4.4 DoxyChange: Phase 4 – SVG Beautifier

The Phase 4 transform the encoded XML strings into a more visually pleasing SVG format by replacing the encoded text into a new set of decoded strings and finally by adding colors, circles, arrows and boxes decoration to represent the various software changes that occurred between two revisions. For instance, “///” delimitates the signature before and after the change actually occurred. Therefore, “f()///” means that the function “f()” was removed, while “///g()” means that the function “g()” was added and “h()///h(bool b)” means that the function “h()” signature was changed into its corresponding “h(bool b)” signature. Moreover, “h@@@” signifies that “h()” was modified internally or that its full signature was modified, but not its abbreviated signature. For instance, if the private class variable “QString a[2]” is changed to “QString a[4]”, then it will be shown as modified, since the abbreviated signature in both cases is “- a : QString[]”.
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**Phase 4** is performed using a custom made C++ utility, which heavily depends on the *Qt 2.2 Toolkit*, more precisely it depends on *QString, QString* and *QRegExp* [TRO05t]. The first version was written in *Perl* using some simple regular expressions and a nearly compatible C++ syntax knowing that it would be converted later on into C++ using the *Qt 2.2 Toolkit*. The advantage of using *Perl* as a fast prototype tool is that it provides some very handy verbose structure debugging information via the *Data::Dumper* package [MAR03] and that the compile time is nearly inexistent compared to the few minutes required to rebuild any revision of a *Qt 2.2* project statically. As a result, the complete *Perl* script and its C++ version were written and fully debugged in less than a day. More specifically, once the *Perl* script was fully working, it took less than a few hours to translate it into proper C++ source code. The main overhead was that the *Qt 2.2 Toolkit* [TRO05t] compared to the *Qt 3.3.4 Toolkit* [TRO05n] do not support grouping within regular expressions or any advanced regular expression features. Therefore, the regular expression logic had to be reduced into a set of fine-grained statements to simulate its corresponding multi-matching regular expression statements.

After the translation was complete, additional functionalities were added and some of the underlying logic was refined to support additional features, such as partial signature renaming. Furthermore, some context and CSS styles were added to reduce the file size, to clarify the resulting SVG code and to make dynamic JavaScript view easier to program by simply searching and changing the CSS style. Finally, circle decoration was added for arrows and edges. The *Polygon, Edges* and *Text* nodes were grouped and handled recursively. The grouping was required to ensure that the context could be properly
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optimized and that the logical flow and order was ensured. For larger graphs, edges had a tendency of being declared before their target nodes. To overcome this issue, edges are buffered within a QVector to be decoded once every node is properly handled.

5.7 Doxygen Legend

The following section explains the nomenclature used by Doxygen when drawing its UML diagrams. As it can be seen in Figure 5.5, Doxygen use a combination of color and strike to represent different kinds of protections and associations between classes.

![Diagram showing Doxygen Arrow and Box Legend](HEE05g)

**Figure 5.5: Doxygen Arrow and Box Legend [HEE05g]**

The arrow colors and shapes have the following meaning:

- A dark blue arrow represents a public inheritance relationship between two classes.

- A dark green arrow represents a protected inheritance relationship between two classes.
A dark red arrow represents a private inheritance relationship between two classes.

A purple dashed arrow represents a variable aggregation dependency between two classes where the labeled arrow is the variable name, which points to the variable class type.

An orange dashed arrow represents a relationship between a template instance and the derived instantiated template class where the labeled arrow represents the template parameters being used.

**The box colors have the following meaning:**

- A filled black box represents the current class focus for which the graph was generated.
- A box with a black border represents a fully documented class.
- A box with a gray border represents an undocumented class.
- A box with a red border represents a documented class that was truncated for clarity reasons, where all the class specific inheritance or aggregation relationships were voluntarily omitted. A graph is voluntarily truncated if the graph size does not fit within a drawing page as specified by the Doxygen configuration file under the variables `MAX_DOT_GRAPH_WIDTH` and `MAX_DOT_GRAPH_HEIGHT`. 
The text colors and shapes have the following meaning:

- Black text represents a class name, an attribute or a function, which was not changed.

- Light green text represents a class name, an attribute or a function, which was added.

- Stricken red text represents a class name, an attribute or a function, which was deleted.

- Orange text represents a class name, an attribute or a function, which was modified without changing its signature.

- Stricken red text followed by light green text represents a class name, an attribute or a function for which its signature changed. For instance, it was renamed, its protection changed or its type or parameter type was changed.

The box shapes have the following meaning:

- A non-dashed regular box represents a class, which was not added, nor deleted.

- A small dashed box represents a class, which was added.

- A wide dashed box represents a class, which was removed.
5.8 DoxyChange Legend

The following section explains the nomenclature used by DoxyChange when drawing its UML diagrams. It is obviously an extension to the Doxygen legend shown in Section 5.7. As it can be seen in Figure 5.6, DoxyChange also use a combination of color, strike and circle to represent different kinds of changes between classes and also within a single class.

![Image of UML diagram]

**Figure 5.6: DoxyChange Arrow, Box and Text Legend**
The circle colors and shapes around arrows have the following meaning:

- An arrow without any circle around it represents an association, which was not changed.

- An arrow with a small dashed green circle represents an association, which was added.

- An arrow with a wide dashed red circle represents an association, which was deleted.

The symbols prefixing attributes or functions have the following meaning:

- A plus symbol '+ ' represents a public attribute or function.

- A sharp symbol '# ' represents a protected attribute or function.

- A minus symbol '- ' represents a private attribute or function.
Chapter 6  Case Study

All test cases were performed on a Dell Inspiron 5100 Laptop equipped with a Pentium 4 2.66GHz processor, 512MB of 266MHz DDR SDRAM, 30GB 5400RPM hard drive, running Microsoft Windows XP Service Pack 2 Home Edition with the usual drivers and default settings. The test case using Mandriva Linux 2005 Limited Edition using 16x16MB RAMDISK was also performed on this Dell Laptop setup. The RAMDISK setup was found to be 2 to 4 times faster than without any RAMDISK depending on the actual target. However, since the output could not be generated on a flat directory structure, due to *tmpfs* and *inodes* limitations, this generated output could not directly be used for the following phases without some major changes. It is also worth mentioning that the *tmpfs* implementation provided with the *Linux Kernel* with our current Mandriva setup did not support RAMDISK size to be larger than 16MB, as a result 16 small RAMDISK had to be used instead.

6.1  Trivial Homegrown Case Study

The first case study is inherently trivial. It is small, concise and easy to analyze. It was designed and crafted to test the various features of *DoxyChange*, while reducing the amount of time spent on each test. This test case is crucial, since running *DoxyChange*
hundreds of time on a real use case for tweaking the SVG output generation and tuning the configuration parameters would not be very time efficient. In comparison, this trivial test case takes less than a few minutes to be fully executed, while the KDE Utils or KDE Libs use cases take few hours or days, depending on the parameter settings. The input file for this trivial test case consists of a single C++ header file containing all the desired class information. The generated output of this use case was previously shown in Figure 5.6.

Another test case was also made that consisted of a class having the following public attributes "int previous, next;" in one revision versus "void *m_next, *m_prev;" in the other revision. However, X-Diff could not successively match them correctly by default. This result was performed, prior to the node name tag wrap addition. In this context, the rename was associated in appearance order, basically relying on pure luck. As a result, the diagram showed that "previous" was renamed into "m_next" and "next" was renamed into "m_prev". After applying the node name patch, these operations are now distinct and unassociated with each other. In other words, four operations are now indicated, more precisely, "previous" and "next" were deleted and "m_next" and "m_prev" were added, ensuring consistent and proper results for such corner cases. Obviously as shown in Figure 5.6 simple type change or protection change or other signature changes, which are not influencing the item name, should always be match correctly.

Another important corner case, which might not always be handled properly, is the following: "const string& operator=(const string&)" and "const T&
operator=(const T&);" versus "const D& operator=(const D&);" and "const QString& operator=(const QString&);". In this case the function name "operator=" is the same; therefore, the association could be matched inconsistently in appearance order. A trickier use case is "Array(int); Array(const Array&);" versus "Array(); Array(int); Array(const Array&); ". Again the constructor name is the same. Similar corner cases happen, for any two or more function overloading, where at least one of them changed its appearance or signature between two revisions. In practice, those parameter corner cases seem to be handled properly, especially if the protection is the same. However, such results cannot be guaranteed and improper resolution might eventually occur. For instance, in one of the use cases, "+ RegExp();" was changed into "+ RegExp(bool); - RegExp();", DoxyChange associated such change in appearance order; therefore, first by protection, then by type.

The reason behind this is that the diagrams are generated internally by iterating over every item from each protection sets, therefore, visually ordering them by protection first, then by type. The resulting change context was that "+ RegExp();" was renamed into "+ RegExp(bool);" and "- RegExp();" was therefore added, instead of having "+ RegExp();" to be renamed into "- RegExp();" and "+ RegExp(bool);" to be added.

However, in this specific case, this modification is correct, since "- RegExp();" was added to ensure that no default constructor is created by the C++ compiler and to prohibit it’s usage. In any case, if such improper mismatch actually happens, it is far from catastrophic and it can easily be detected and understood by simply looking at the generated diagram. Obviously, adding harder restrictions on the signature would create more harms than goods; therefore, these problematic corner cases are already established as a known DoxyChange limitation as stated in Chapter 1. Notice that if the order of
appearance does not change, the logical associations are more likely to be matched successfully.

6.2 KDE Utils Case Study

The second case study is a real application bundle, one that changed significantly during the last few years. The bundle in question is part of the standard KDE 3.x distribution [KDE05]. It mainly consists of various handy KDE utilities as shown in the Figure 6.1 below. *KDE Utils 3.x* consists of several applications that were removed or added that will not be discussed in detail, since the change diagrams are either completely red or green respectively. Therefore, not really interesting from a software evolution point of view. As shown in Figure 6.1, *KAB* was removed along with *KCardTools, KDEPasswd, KLJetTool, klpq* and *klprfax* from the *KDE Utils 3.4.1* bundle. On the other hand, *KDElirc, KGPG, KMilo, KSim* and *KWallet* were added to the *KDE Utils 3.4.1* bundle. Out of this bundle, five specific applications have significantly evolved, which are: *KRegExpEditor, KHexEdit, KDiskFree, KTimer* and *Ark*. These specific KDE applications will be analyzed in further details, including their UML class diagrams and file dependency diagrams when judged meaningful. The end result is to evaluate how useful the change diagrams really are and to see if this technique can be useful for a large scale project such as KDE [KDE05]. In general, the amount of coupling between each utility should be as low as possible, since they are essentially independent stand-alone executables.
It is worth mentioning that DoxyChange is not always able to distinguish clearly between a new feature and a feature that was moved to a new file. In some cases, surrounding diagrams will clearly indicate it and therefore clarify, that the feature was present in another class or not, but this is not always the case. As a result, the KDiskFree and Ark utility will be partially discussed, since the various diagrams could not clearly identify if these classes are inexisten in the previous release or were simply moved from one file to another file by simply looking at the various surrounding diagrams. From the file list, shown in Figure 6.2, some of them might have been moved around, refactored or removed, while certain new features were obviously added such as the support for the 7-zip file format [PAV05] as shown by the file names sevenzip.h and sevenzip.cpp. Nevertheless, some interesting changes in the Ark utility will be presented in section 6.3.5.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>admin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bsd-port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chdiyselectapplet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>debian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>doc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kcalc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kcardtools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kchselect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kdepasswd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kdesm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kdf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kflp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khflp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khflp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kjets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>klangdemon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kjettool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>klpq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>klprfax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kregexpeditor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ktimer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cvsignore</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.1: KDE Utils 3.0 vs 3.4.1 – Application Listing
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>zoo.h</td>
<td>zoo.h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zip.h</td>
<td>zip.h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waitDlg.h</td>
<td>tar.h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shellOutputDlg.h</td>
<td>shellOutputDlg.h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>selectDlg.h</td>
<td>sevenzip.h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rar.h</td>
<td>selectDlg.h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lha.h</td>
<td>searchbar.h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kdiselectdialog.h</td>
<td>rar.h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kdiselect.h</td>
<td>lha.h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>generalOptDlg.h</td>
<td>filelistview.h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>filelistview.h</td>
<td>extractdlg.h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extractdlg.h</td>
<td>compressedfile.h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dirDlg.h</td>
<td>arkwidglet.h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deleteDlg.h</td>
<td>arkwidgletbase.h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compressedfile.h</td>
<td>arkwidglet.h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arkwidgletpart.h</td>
<td>arkfactory.h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arkwidgletbase.h</td>
<td>arkpapp.h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arkwidglet.h</td>
<td>ark_part.h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arksettings.h</td>
<td>archiveformatinfo.h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arkpapp.h</td>
<td>archiveformatdlg.h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ark_part.h</td>
<td>arch.h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arch.h</td>
<td>ar.h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adddlg.h</td>
<td>ark_part.desktop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arkservicemenu.desktop</td>
<td>ark.desktop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arkpert.desktop</td>
<td>ark.desktop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ark.desktop</td>
<td>.cvsignore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zoo.cpp</td>
<td>shellOutputDlg.cpp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zip.cpp</td>
<td>sevenzip.cpp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waitDlg.cpp</td>
<td>selectDlg.cpp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tar.cpp</td>
<td>searchbar.cpp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shellOutputDlg.cpp</td>
<td>rar.cpp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>selectDlg.cpp</td>
<td>lha.cpp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rar.cpp</td>
<td>filelistview.cpp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>main.cpp</td>
<td>extractdlg.cpp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lha.cpp</td>
<td>compressedfile.cpp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kdirselectdialog.cpp</td>
<td>common_textscpp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kdirselect.h</td>
<td>arkwidglet.cpp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>generalOptDlg.cpp</td>
<td>arkwidglet.cpp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>filelistview.cpp</td>
<td>arkwidglet.cpp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extractdlg.cpp</td>
<td>arktoplevelwindow.cpp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dirDlg.cpp</td>
<td>arkfactory.cpp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deleteDlg.cpp</td>
<td>arkpapp.cpp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compressedfile.cpp</td>
<td>ark_part.cpp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>common_textscpp</td>
<td>archiveformatinfo.cpp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arkwidgletpart.cpp</td>
<td>archiveformatdlg.cpp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arkwidgletbase.cpp</td>
<td>arch.cpp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arkwidglet.cpp</td>
<td>ar.cpp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arksettings.cpp</td>
<td>Makefile.am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arkpapp.cpp</td>
<td>TODO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ark_part.cpp</td>
<td>README</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arch.cpp</td>
<td>ChangeLog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ar.cpp</td>
<td>AUTHORS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.2: Ark 3.0 vs 3.4.1 – File Listing
The other KDE Utils 3.x applications that will not be evaluated in further details, are either extremely stable such that no changes occurred between each revision or outstanding changes occurred such that no useful comparison could be made. For instance, kjots, shown in Figure 6.3, had all its files renamed such that no comparison could take place.KFloppy, shown in Figure 6.4, was stable apart for the format.h and format.cpp file add-on, which was not obvious from the UML diagrams, since every item is either added or deleted.

Figure 6.3: kjots 3.0 vs 3.4.1 – File Listing
KEdit, shown in Figure 6.4, was stable apart from the optiondialog.h, optiondialog.cpp, mail.h and mail.cpp source files being removed. KDESSH and CharSelectApplet, shown in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 respectively, did not change significantly. Finally, KCalc, shown in Figure 6.8, underwent a major change that included adding or moving source code to too many new files to make any observable change using DoxyChange. Most of the diagrams, which did not show any changes, were also skipped.
As an example, the *SingleFactory* inheritance diagram was not modified as shown in Figure 6.9 and any diagrams like such were also skipped. Furthermore, every diagram that showed every class as being added or removed were also skipped. This happens when *DoxyChange* compares a diagram with an empty file, since the other corresponding diagram does not exist for this mismatched file pair. In other words, either the file was renamed or moved or the corresponding file simply does not exist. Finally, another fact that can be seen from these file archive listings is that the *CVS* files were removed in *KDE Utils 3.4.1* archive. The reason behind this is that KDE moved to *SubVersion* in May 2005 and as a result, any *CVS* related files are no longer required [RID05].
Figure 6.8: KCalc 3.0 vs 3.4.1 – File Listing
6.2.1 KRegExpEditor Case Study

KRegExpEditor is a small KDE utility, which provides a convivial user interface for editing regular expressions as shown in Figure 6.10. The KRegExpEditor use case was one of the first real use cases to be tested by DoxyChange. It hopefully offers a real test bench to study software evolution without taking an outstanding amount of time and hard disk space to be generated. Basically, this use case is a simplification of the KDE Utils 3.x case study, in an attempt to take one of the most interesting utility,
which changed the most compared to any of the other utilities included in the KDE Utils 3.x tar ball without being too noisy. The version being analyzed is 3.0 and 3.4.1, which are currently the first version and the latest version of the KDE 3.x series.

Some partial analysis was also performed using version 3.1 against version 3.0; however, the amount of changes was not really interesting, since the amount of changes were far from being significant. Some other partial analysis was also performed using version 3.1 against version 3.4.1; however, the changes showed were nearly the same than the 3.0 versus 3.4.1 analysis; therefore, highly redundant. It is worth mentioning that the internal and external API must normally be stable during a major KDE release. The reason behind this requirement is that applications must be binary compatible within each other inside a major KDE series. This is also known as the BIC or binary incompatible changes avoidance requirement as stated in [HAU02][ETT05].

Another advantage seen by this case study is that DoxyChange proved that visualizing changes at a UML level of abstractions summarizes a large amount of information into a tiny set of visual changes in most cases. In other words, it takes an enormous amount of effort to "corrupt" a UML diagrams between two revisions. The only exception to this rule is in the presence of well-known corner cases as mentioned previously in Chapter 1 and 6. Another way, would be to perform a complete deep change in the naming convention, let say from a lower case with underscore BSD style naming convention to a mixed case Java style naming convention or vice-versa.
In any way, this case study was performed against *KDE Utils 3.0* versus *KDE Utils 3.4.1*.

The following Table 6.1 illustrates the amount of source code and source code files found in *KDE Utils 3.x*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SLOC</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Blank Lines</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Files</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KDE Utils 3.0</td>
<td>65,798</td>
<td>11,621</td>
<td>15,722</td>
<td>93,141</td>
<td>387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KDE Utils 3.4.1</td>
<td>100,826</td>
<td>23,381</td>
<td>23,881</td>
<td>148,088</td>
<td>699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference</td>
<td>+35,028</td>
<td>+11,760</td>
<td>+8,159</td>
<td>+54,947</td>
<td>+312</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: KDE Utils – Run-Time Cost Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>3.0</th>
<th>3.4.1</th>
<th>Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No HTML</td>
<td>417.22 s</td>
<td>844.14 s</td>
<td>+426.92 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No HTML, DOT, MAP, PNG</td>
<td>228.32 s</td>
<td>481.38 s</td>
<td>+253.06 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No HTML, DOT, MAP, PNG, MD5</td>
<td>223.31 s</td>
<td>500.07 s</td>
<td>+276.76 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No HTML, DOT, MAP, PNG, MD5 &amp; No dot resize</td>
<td>75.69 s</td>
<td>154.43 s</td>
<td>+78.74 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![KRegExpEditor](image)

**Figure 6.10: Screenshot: KRegExpEditor [MEY05r]**
Figure 6.11: KRegExpEditor: classCompoundRegExp_coll_graph
In the above `class CompoundRegExp` collaboration diagram shown in Figure 6.11, in the `class TextRegExp` collaboration diagram below shown in Figure 6.12 and in the `class PositionRegExp` inheritance diagram below shown in Figure 6.13, for each of these diagrams, the class `RegExp` have now a new private Boolean attribute called `_selected`. Its public default constructor is now private and finally, `RegExp` has a new public constructor, which takes a Boolean parameter.

It is obvious from the diagram that X-Diff made the matching emphasis on keeping the same protection and appearance order, instead of enforcing the same parameters; therefore, "+ RegExp()" was matched with "+ RegExp(bool)" instead of being matched with "- RegExp()", which is absolutely correct in this specific case as mentioned earlier. It has two newly added access functions: `isSelected()`, which returns a Boolean and `setSelected(bool)`, which take a Boolean parameter. The "QString toString()" function was removed from the parent and its children. The "void check(ErrorMap&)" overloaded public function was added to the parent and the "bool check(ErrorMap&, bool,bool)" public function was added to the parent and its corresponding children. Each child public constructor got a new Boolean prefix parameter, from the diagram it is probably the parameter sent to the new parent public constructor. Finally, `TextRegExp` no longer requires a "QString escape(QString, QPtrList<QChar>, QChar)" protected function, since it was removed.
Figure 6.12: KRegExpEditor: class TextRegExp__coll__graph
Figure 6.13: KRegExpEditor: classPositionRegExp__inherit__graph
The above `classSingleContainerWidget` collaboration diagram, shown in Figure 6.14, provides an overview of the changes being made, while the following diagrams, shown in Figure 6.15 and Figure 6.16, provide a closer view of the actual changes. The middle right class is `RegExp`, which was explained in detail earlier, while the bottom right class is `RegExpEditorWindow`. The class `RegExpEditorWindow` had two new feature being added: a protected slot "virtual void emitVerifyRegExp()" was added and a private function "QIconSet getIcon(const QString&)" was added as shown in the source code [PET05]. Notice that the currently focused class `SingleContainerWidget` did not change during the last few years.
Figure 6.15: KRegExpEditor: classSingleContainerWidget_coll_graph - Part 2/3
Figure 6.16: KRegExpEditor: classSingleContainerWidget__coll__graph - Part 3/3
Figure 6.17: KRegExpEditor: classSingleContainerWidget__inherit__graph
The above `classSingleContainerWidget` inheritance diagram, shown in Figure 6.17 and Figure 6.18, shows two classes being modified, which are `CompoundWidget` with a new protected function "QPixmap getIcon(const QString&)") and `LookAheadWidget` with a new public function "RegExpWidget* findWidgetToEdit(QPoint)"). Notice that `getIcon` returns a `QPixmap` instead of a `QIconSet` return type.

Figure 6.18: KRegExpEditor: classCompoundWidget__inherit__graph
6.2.2 KHexEdit Case Study

*KHexEdit* is a small KDE utility, which offers “a versatile and customizable hex editor. It displays data in hexadecimal, octal, binary and text mode”, as shown below in Figure 6.19. “New input can be inserted into the file or it can replace current data just like in a common text editor. Undo/Redo functionality is included as well as formatted printing and HTML export. *KHexEdit* is designed to integrate into the KDE environment but can be used as a standalone program” [SAN99h].

![Screenshot: KHexEdit](image)

Figure 6.19: Screenshot: KHexEdit [MEY05h]

In the class `CStringDialog` collaboration diagram shown below in Figure 6.20, the class `KDialo` was added as a public inherited parent to `CStringDialog`. From this diagram, it is impossible to tell if `KDialo` is a new class in version 3.4.1 or if the class already existed in version 3.0. The only thing that this diagram says is that this class
is now a new parent for `CStringDialog` and that this class definition was not part of the diagram in version 3.0. A quick search in the source code confirms that the `KDialogBase` class was part of the KDE 3.0 distribution and was also used within the `KRegExpEditor` utility.

![Figure 6.20: KHexEdit: classCStringDialogColl_graph](image)

In the `classWidgetWindow` collaboration diagram shown below in Figure 6.21, the class `KDialogBase` was added as a public inherited parent to `WidgetWindow`. 
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As stated above, from this diagram, it is impossible to tell if *KDialogBase* is a new class in version 3.4.1 or not.

![Diagram showing the relationship between widget classes](image)

**Figure 6.21: KHexEdit: classWidgetWindow__coll__graph**
The following *classCHexEditorWidget* collaboration diagram shown below in Figure 6.22 is quite large; however, it is incomplete. This is shown by the red border box, which states that the relationships between this class and other classes are not shown, as explained in the *Doxygen Arrow and Box Legend* shown in Figure 5.5.

![Diagram](image)
The closer view shown above in Figure 6.23 presents changes which were made to the CHexViewWidget class, which is partially visible due to space constraints. Nevertheless, it clearly shows that the "bool shiftButtonState(void)" private function was changed and two new public functions "bool insertMode(void)" and "void setModified(bool)" were added. In this case, the change within the "shiftButtonState" function shows that the internal function implementation was changed between the two releases. The Figure 6.24 presents some of the changes that were performed within the CFilterDialog class. For instance, the private attribute "QString mOperandString" got changed from a QStringList[4] array type to a QStringList[5] array type. On the other hand, many changes occurred within the COptionDialog class. It no longer requires SOptionState class or SSspellWidgets class, since both private attribute mState and mSpell were removed. Two new private Boolean attributes were added: dataChanged and configChanged. Overloaded public functions based on state parameters were removed such as: "void setFont(SFontState&)", "void setColor(SColorState&)", "void setColor(SColorState&)", "void setSpell(SSpellState&)", "void setMisc(SMiscState&)" and "void setState(SOptionState&)". Finally, a protected slot is added in the implementation file.
Figure 6.24: KHexEdit: class CHexEditorWidget _coll_graph - Part 3/5
In Figure 6.25 and Figure 6.26, the KIOslave [PFE01] related private attributes were removed from the CHexEditorWidget class "QPtrDict<QString> mKioRemote", "QPtrDict<QString> mKioLocal", "QPtrDict<QString> mKioFlag" and its protected slots kioReadFinished and kioWriteFinished. Furthermore, the private attributes
"CPrintDialog* mPrintDialog" and protected slot printText were also removed. The private function readURL now takes a KURL instead of a QString. The private function writeFile was changed and createTemporaryFileName was removed. Finally, a new public slot called toggleInsertMode was added.

Figure 6.26: KHexEdit: classCHexEditorWidget_coll_graph - Part 5/5
In Figure 6.27, the `classCHexPrinter` collaboration diagram had many private attributes removed such as: "bool mAsTest", "bool mAll", "bool mInSelection", "bool mInRange".
"bool mOutputToStdout", "bool mScaleToFit", "bool mPrintBlackWhite", "uint mStartOffset" and "uint mStopOffset". As a result the corresponding public access function were also removed: "void setText(bool)", "void setAll(bool)", "void setSelection(bool)", "void setRange(bool,uint,uint)", "void setOutputToStdout(bool)", "void setScaleToFit(bool)", "void setPrintBlackWhite(bool)", "bool asText()", "bool all()", "bool selection()", "bool range()", "uint startRange()", "uint stopRange()", "bool outputToStdout()", "bool scaleToFit()" and "bool printBlackWhite()".

Figure 6.28: KHexEdit: classCHexToolWidget__coll__graph
In Figure 6.29, the `classCHexToolWidget` collaboration diagram, the class `CHexToolWidget` was modified as follow: its public slot "void paletteChanged( void );" was removed and its private attribute `mText1`, `mText2`, `mText3` types were changed from `QLabel*` to `QLineEdit*` as shown in the changes made to the CVS repository from 1999 [SAN99] to 2003 [SAN03].

![Figure 6.29: KHexEdit: classKHexEdit_coll_graph - Part 1/4](image)

Furthermore, in Figure 6.29, the class `CAboutKHexEdit` and the associated private attribute "`CAboutKHexEdit mAboutKHexEdit`" of `KHexEdit` were removed from the
The private attributes "bool mShowToolBar" and "bool mShowStatusBar", with their corresponding public function showToolBar, showStatusBar, showAboutApplication and setStartupGeometry were also removed from KHexEdit. Furthermore, KHexEdit::SactionList internal structure removed every KActionMenu* public attribute, such as: permissionMenu, editSpecialMenu, encodingMenu, conversionMenu, documentTabsMenu, searchBarMenu, fileMenu, editMenu, viewMenu, bookmarkMenu, toolsMenu, documentsMenu, settingsMenu, filePopup and bookmarkPopup. Also, the KAction* newFile, open, customEncoding, recordViewer, writeConfiguration, preferences, favorites and help were removed. Finally, "KToggleAction showToolBar", "KToggleAction showStatusBar" and "KActionSeparator separator" were removed, while "QPtrList<KAction> bookmarkList" and "QSignalMapper* bookmarkMapper" public attributes were added. From this diagram, two things are obvious: the program got heavily refactored and where these features are now implemented. After some background research, the answer to this question is simple. KDE Libs 3.x in the middle of its life cycle enhanced its API to allow common functionalities to be shared under the common library umbrella to reduce the maintenance overhead and code duplication. As a result, all those standard actions and menus are now defined in the KHexEdit constructor using the new "KStdAction::*" library functions. This allows KDE to standardize widely used user interactions and therefore to easily obtain a uniform and standard behavior within every KDE application and also to simplify its code base. All this can easily be observed from these simple diagrams. Moreover, any KDE developers can rapidly know if a KDE application was ported to the new KStdAction API by simply comparing the original version with the latest version. On the other hand, the
class CDragLabel also got refactored, by removing the string parameter from its constructor and changing its prepPixmap private function parameter from QUrlDrag to KURLDrag, in order to use the standardized KDE API instead of the default Qt API.
Figure 6.31: KHexEdit: class KHexEdit_coll_graph - Part 3/4
Figure 6.32: KHexEdit: class KHexEdit__coll__graph - Part 4/4
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6.2.3 KDiskFree Case Study

*KDiskFree* is a small disk free utility for KDE, which shows mount points and its related disk usage using a convivial user interface as shown below in the Figure 6.33.

![KDiskFree Screenshot](image)

*Figure 6.33: Screenshot: KDiskFree [MEY05d]*

The only outstanding change within the *DiskList* class, as illustrated below in Figure 6.34, is a new private attribute called "*bool updatesDisabled*" was added with its corresponding public function called "*void setUpdatesDisabled(bool)*" and a new public function "*void deleteAllMountedAt(const QString&)*" were also added. The former feature is to disable continuous updates to reduce CPU and Battery usage, while the other feature is to delete any tracking of disk usage for disk mounted with the specified mounting point name. This feature might be useful in a networked environment for shared drives with nearly unlimited disk space. For instance, the primary disk storage area used on ECE or CS file servers.
Figure 6.34: KDiskFree: classDiskList__coll__graph
The \textit{classKDiskFreeWidget} collaboration diagram shown above in Figure 6.38 provides a nice overview of every outstanding change that occurred within the \textit{KDiskFree} application. More than twelve new class associations were added, two classes associations were removed and at least six other classes were modified without going into further details.
6.2.4 KTimer Case Study

*KTimer*, shown in Figure 6.36, “allows you to execute commands after a certain amount of time. It allows for looping commands as well as delaying the execution of a command” [NGU04]. *KTimer* application is quite stable; however, in the *KTimerPref* collaboration diagram shown in Figure 6.37, the protected slot "void browse();" was removed from the class API has illustrated by the CVS changes from 2001 [SCH01] to 2003 [SCH03].

Figure 6.36: Screenshot: KTimer  [MEY05t]

![Diagram of KTimer interface](image)

Figure 6.37: KTimer: classKTimerPref__coll__graph

![Collaboration diagram](image)
6.2.5 Ark Case Study

Ark is a small KDE utility for quickly managing and extracting archives. It supports a wide range of archive formats such as: zip, tar, tar.gz, tgz, tar.bz2, tbz, tzo, tar.Z, rar, zoo, lha, ar, among others. It also provides a friendly user interface similar to WinZip [WZI05], as shown below in Figure 6.38 and Figure 6.39.

Figure 6.38: Screenshot: Ark [MEY05a]

Figure 6.39: Screenshot: Winzip [WZI05]
Figure 6.40: Ark: classTarArch_inherit_graph - Part 1/3
In the `class TarArch` inheritance diagram shown in Figure 6.40 and Figure 6.41, many changes were performed to the `Arch` class, which stands for archives. The "QString `m_shellErrorData"", "ArkSettings* `m_settings" protected attributes were deleted, "QString `m_lastShellOutput" was added and the "m_gui" type was changed from `ArkWidgetBase*` to `ArkWidget*`. The public constructor lost its first `ArkSettings` argument, `addFile` now takes a reference instead of a pointer, `unarchFile` lost its unused default parameter. The public functions "bool `stderrIsError()"", "static `ArchType getArchType(const QString&, QString&, const KURL&)";", "static `ArchType getArchTypeByExtension(const QString&, QString&);" and "static `Arch* archFactory( ArchType, ArkSettings*, ArkWidgetBase*, const QString&);" were removed. The protected slots "void `slotCancel();", "void `slotStoreDataStdout( KProcess*, char*, int);" and "void `slotStoreDataStderr( KProcess*, char*, int);" were also removed. Finally, some public functions were added such as: "void `appendShellOutputData( const char*)", "void `clearShellOutput()" and "const `QString& getLastShellOutput() const".

In the `class TarArch` inheritance diagram shown in Figure 6.40 and Figure 6.42, the `TarArch` class, which publicly inherits from the parent `Arch` class and which handles the tar file format and its derivative, also changed significantly. Like the `Arch` class, it lost its `ArkSettings*` constructor parameter and `addFile` now takes a reference instead of a pointer; however, `unarchFile` still have an unused default parameter. The private function `deleteOldFiles` also takes a reference instead of a pointer for `QStringList` and the public function "QString `getUnCompressorByExtension()" was removed. On the other side, many new features were added.
It now has the following added private attributes to handle temporary decompressed tar files:

"KTempDir * m_tmpDir;",
"QString m_fileMimeType;",
"QStringList m_filesToAdd;",
"QStringList m_filesToRemove;",
"KProcess* m_pTmpProc;",
"KProcess* m_pTmpProc2;",
"KTar* tarptr;",
"bool failed;",
"bool m_dotslash;".

Finally, new private slot functions were added such as:

"void openFirstCreateTempDone();",
"void openSecondCreateTempDone();",
"void deleteOldFilesDone();",
"void addFileCreateTempDone();",
"void addFinishedUpdateDone();",
"void removeCreateTempDone();" and "void removeUpdateDone();".
Figure 6.42: Ark: classTarArch__inherit__graph - Part 3/3

In summary, these are the major changes that occurred during the KDE Utils 3.x series, including some of the refactoring and new features that were introduced during this stable BIC release cycle. Notice, that most features that were changed are either private, protected, slots or virtual functions to ensure that no outstanding BIC changes occur between the various releases within shared classes. Application specific classes do not have this restriction, if they are not shared or externally used.
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6.3 KDE Libs Case Study

This fourth case study is inherently complex. It includes every core library component, which forms KDE. Every item in the core KDE library are inherently inter-coupled and also weakly coupled to any external KDE programs, obviously by design. The major problematic with the KDE library is its size. The KDE library is inherently large, very large. Due to the large amount of classes and files that are included in this test case only the important test generation data are provided for comparison purposes. The goal behind those test generations is to measure accurately extreme test cases, which DoxyChange might face in a production environment. It also provides a better idea, where DoxyChange might not be suitable and some possible solutions are therefore proposed to work around these well-known issues as described in Chapter 1.

The following table provides an estimation of the KDE Libs size for comparison purposes. By comparing Table 6.1 with Table 6.3, KDE Libs is roughly six times larger than KDE Utils in terms of line of source code and nearly five to seven times larger in terms of the amount of source files. The amount of changes is also six times larger even though these changes were performed within a stable release cycle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SLOC</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Blank Lines</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Files</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KDE Libs 3.0</td>
<td>388,639</td>
<td>130,884</td>
<td>86,305</td>
<td>605,828</td>
<td>2,196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KDE Libs 3.4.2</td>
<td>590,032</td>
<td>206,714</td>
<td>129,022</td>
<td>925,768</td>
<td>2,988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference</td>
<td>+201,393</td>
<td>+75,830</td>
<td>+42,717</td>
<td>+319,940</td>
<td>+792</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 6.4: KDE Libs 3.0 versus 3.4.2 input files

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All files</th>
<th>.h files</th>
<th>.c files</th>
<th>.cpp files</th>
<th>.cc files</th>
<th>Source files</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KDE Libs 3.0</td>
<td>6,543</td>
<td>1,096</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>965</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>2,196 files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1385 Directories</td>
<td>33,237,900</td>
<td>5,201,724</td>
<td>812,394</td>
<td>10,175,368</td>
<td>1,018,229</td>
<td>17,207,715 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KDE Libs 3.4.2</td>
<td>8,633</td>
<td>1,482</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>1,345</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>2,988 files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1115 Directories</td>
<td>60,790,558</td>
<td>8,132,022</td>
<td>940,522</td>
<td>16,825,067</td>
<td>1,229,074</td>
<td>27,126,685 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference</td>
<td>2,090</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>792 files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-270 Directories</td>
<td>27,552,658</td>
<td>2,930,298</td>
<td>128128</td>
<td>6649699</td>
<td>210,845</td>
<td>9,918,970 bytes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This large number of changes was the result of a major refactoring that took place in the middle of the KDE 3.x life cycle. The refactoring introduced the usage of *KStdAction* and similar *KDE Libs* new core features that unified and standardized the KDE API for the great benefit of every KDE developers and maintainers. Overall, it took several hours, if not days to generate the data. As a result, an extremely large amount of computing cycles and of hard disk space is required to simply generate the *Doxygen* output for this specific case study. Some further analysis showed that the KDE team performs *Doxygenation* of their documentation in very small increments, folder by folder, by reparsing the dependency as needed. This might explain why *Doxygen* was used extensively for each revision, during the entire KDE 3.x life cycle. *Doxygen* is also included in the default *Makefile.am* part of the KDE build system, which is automatically generated by the *KDevelop* default project template.

Since KDE provides on its web site, the *Doxygen* HTML documentation and since running one third of *Doxygen* over *KDE Libs 3.0* took more than 36 hours on a standard Dell CS computers running anti-virus software, some optimization had to be performed to remove any unnecessary I/O overhead from the default *Doxygen* output. This optimization step was crucial to create a test generation in reasonable amount of
time, which is nearly 5 hours per KDE Libs release, averaging 11 hours total for every phase, if it is performed in a sequential manner.

The load charge, memory, CPU utilization and similar metrics are provided in the following Table 6.5, Table 6.6 and Table 6.7, including some averages about the amount of time spent in each phase and the amount of output I/O required using a minimalist configuration. These software metrics were taken using the Doxygen generation, which did not output any PNG, MAP, MD5 files, neither any computed DOT or resized DOT files. Every DOT diagrams generated are first attempts without any resizing or layout optimization for the specified drawing page size.

Table 6.5: System Usage for Phase 2 performed on KDE Libs 3.0 vs 3.4.2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase 2 for KDE Libs 3.0.0 vs 3.4.2</th>
<th>No Load</th>
<th>96% Load</th>
<th>Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handles</td>
<td>6,489</td>
<td>7,995</td>
<td>+1,506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threads</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>+70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processes</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>+8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commit Charge in KB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>162,912</td>
<td>310,092</td>
<td>+147,180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limit</td>
<td>1,280,160</td>
<td>1,280,160</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak</td>
<td>379,312</td>
<td>379,312</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Memory in KB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>523,604</td>
<td>523,604</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available</td>
<td>289,960</td>
<td>153,524</td>
<td>-136,436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Cache</td>
<td>279,432</td>
<td>199,000</td>
<td>-80,432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kernel Memory in KB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>58,704</td>
<td>54,876</td>
<td>-3,828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paged</td>
<td>40,816</td>
<td>37,912</td>
<td>-2,904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Paged</td>
<td>17,888</td>
<td>16,964</td>
<td>-924</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.6: X-Diff Timing for Phase 2 performed on KDE Libs 3.0 vs 3.4.2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X-Diff Timing per file</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parsing file 1</td>
<td>0.01 s</td>
<td>0.05 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parsing file 2</td>
<td>0.01 s</td>
<td>0.05 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff operation</td>
<td>0.01 s</td>
<td>0.05 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing diff</td>
<td>0.02 s</td>
<td>0.18 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Diff Total</td>
<td>0.05 s</td>
<td>0.20 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 6.7: KDE Libs 3.0 versus 3.4.2 statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>XML Files</th>
<th>Total size (bytes)</th>
<th>Total Run-Time (sec)</th>
<th>% CPU Usage</th>
<th>Memory Usage (KB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KDE Libs 3.0</td>
<td>7,731</td>
<td>55,001,120</td>
<td>15,157.75</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>262,144±</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KDE Libs 3.4.2</td>
<td>10,886</td>
<td>157,167,808</td>
<td>20,590.20</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>262,144±</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference</td>
<td>+3,155</td>
<td>+102,166,688</td>
<td>+5,432.45</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empty supplement</td>
<td>4,831</td>
<td>1,157,750</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Diff XML Delta</td>
<td>6,347</td>
<td>190,887,551</td>
<td>3,572.33</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>147,180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Diff DOT Delta</td>
<td>6,347</td>
<td>29,218,560</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Diff SVG Delta</td>
<td>6,347</td>
<td>104,901,801</td>
<td>1,321.298</td>
<td>90%-96%</td>
<td>2,240-6,895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean SVG Delta</td>
<td>6,347</td>
<td>93,644,827</td>
<td>307.7275</td>
<td>42%-91%</td>
<td>5,512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTML Embed</td>
<td>6,347</td>
<td>2,941,795</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The test took more than 256 MB and ran out of heap memory about half-way; however, it was successfully resumed.

During the Doxygen generation, the program crashed about halfway, since it ran out of heap memory. A second attempt was made in debug mode, which could be successfully resumed. This crash did not occur during the HTML generation, which took more than 36 hours. However, the crash actually occurred after the instant where the 36 hours HTML generation job was interrupted, which was estimated to be roughly 30% of the total HTML generation.

### 6.4 KDE Base Case Study

Another possible case study that was evaluated is the KDE Base package, which consists of the main GUI code, menus, applet and desktop behind the K Desktop Environment. Similar to the KDE Libs size, this KDE core component suffered fewer changes than KDE Libs by a ratio of 10:1 in terms of line of source code, as shown in the following comparison table. However, the number of file changes is only twice as less than KDE Libs for the same amount of source code. Due to time constraints, this test case was not
actually performed, only evaluated. However, it is reasonable to estimate that the amount of time required to generate a minimalist output would be in the same order of magnitude, roughly 11 hours of computation time without any HTML documentation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SLOC</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Blank Lines</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Files</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KDE Base 3.0</td>
<td>322,713</td>
<td>53,867</td>
<td>56,212</td>
<td>432,792</td>
<td>1,615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KDE Base 3.4.2</td>
<td>346,586</td>
<td>72,820</td>
<td>72,834</td>
<td>492,240</td>
<td>2,054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference</td>
<td>+23,873</td>
<td>18,953</td>
<td>16,622</td>
<td>+59,448</td>
<td>+439</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6.5 Case Study Summary

These case studies demonstrate that in most cases, DoxyChange is capable of identifying successfully software changes properly. It was also observed that DoxyChange, as it was also demonstrated, suffer from the same limitations, inherent to the usage of Doxygen, more precisely issues related to the intensive I/O throughput and random disk seek penalty.

Overall, DoxyChange provided meaningful diagrams, except for these corner cases where the corresponding file pair does not exist. It can also be observed that the diagrams generated were specified to be at most 4096x4096 pixels. This configuration parameter was tweaked as such, since it was known in advanced that most of the KDE Util 3.x classes would have too many attributes, slots and function members to be displayed correctly with their surrounding associations at a normal 640x480 pixels drawing size.
Nevertheless, even at such high resolution, diagrams can be scaled up and down and are scrollable to visually see the overall class diagram.

It would have been possible to create even larger diagram using DoxyChange, in order to fit more elements within a single diagram. However, while examining each case study, it was obvious that generating a larger diagram such as 10240x10240 pixels would have been relatively useless since most diagrams did not have a significant amount of truncated relationships. The only exceptions were some insignificant truncated class within some of the KHexEdit class diagrams.

Based on the experience gained from enhancing Doxygen, it would require a significant amount of effort to modify Doxygen to generate an overall project class diagram, where every class would be linked to each other. However, as it can be seen in some of the diagrams currently generated, this type of diagram would greatly suffer in readability, since arrow crossing would become a major issue. Nevertheless, having such large and general overview diagram would be very useful for online web manipulation and generation by allowing the end user to hide or expand some parts of the diagram as needed.
Chapter 7  Conclusions and Future Work

This research provided a major overview of program comprehension, reverse engineering, software maintenance, software visualization and software evolution. It also provided a review of various concurrent version control systems being used by many open source projects and a survey of a wide variety of XML differentiating tools currently available. Overall, the major goals of this research project was to generate meaningful change diagrams for large scale software system, in order to observe and better understand how a given software system has evolved over time between two major revisions. As provided by the case studies discussed in Chapter 6, the change diagrams being generated by DoxyChange can help a developer or software engineer to easily and clearly identify some of the larger modifications and refactorings that took place within any software systems. In cases where the high level views did not provide sufficient information, navigating through the surrounding classes can generally provides a better understanding of the change context. In some cases, DoxyChange can provide an idea of the type of change which took place, while in some of the extreme cases as described in Chapter 1, DoxyChange cannot currently provide a meaningful diagram. One example is when a file was renamed, moved, added or deleted. Furthermore, DoxyChange also offer the possibility to have a user friendly browsing platform to further refine and understand the critical changes by simply clicking through the specified class and see the specific changes that took place within the source code itself through the online Doxygen
documentation of each revision. It is also possible to configure DoxygenChange to generate an hdiff [SUN02][BER96][DB96][DBC98] of both Doxygen documentation revisions by showing them side-by-side as needed. The end result can easily be link within any of the DoxygenChange diagram output by properly configuring the HTML_URL_PREFIX configuration variable, such that it points to the generated hdiff output instead.

Some of the possible future work might consist of maintaining the never ending enhancement of the parser infrastructure, by synchronizing the grammar changes with the original Doxygen project. Creating a web interface to allow a dynamic interaction between the end user visualizing the source code, the source code repository itself and the offline pre-generated server-side Doxygen DOT-XML files. Furthermore, a code generator could be inserted within the web server to enhance the end user experience by directly allowing the end user to manipulate the source code visually from the SVG interface itself using an XML-RPC interface [WIN03]. Additionally, the diagrams could be generated on the fly by using the webdot server application [ELL05]. This kind of manipulation would allow, the addition, manipulation and removal of certain items, while showing or hiding types or parameters, or editing a diagram and generating its corresponding source code skeleton. On the other hands, other kinds of enhancement could take place, such as better handling of file rename, copy, delete or move. Better handling of complete file, class, function or variable renames by using a Leveistein and semantics matching or similar advanced algorithm. Better linkage between the formal IEEE documentation and the generated diagrams and documentation. Finally, a more optimized I/O throughput, memory footprint and enhanced SMP capabilities for faster generation of DoxygenChange would be extremely desirable.
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